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Abstract
Upper extremity injuries are common in combat athletes, and are highest in the hand/wrist.
Although protective hand gear is used, there is a paucity of research investigating its
effectiveness. This study addressed this knowledge gap by measuring the level of force
transmitted to the hand during striking using two types of hand wraps. This prospective cross
over study included six combat athletes. A load cell was placed over the proximal
phalanges/metacarpophalangeal joints and was used to measure sustained peak force during
striking while covered with either standard linear or gel-reinforced hand wraps and boxing
gloves. The gel reinforced wraps consistently had a lower level of force measured at the hand in
all six athletes. This finding was more pronounced in athletes with higher experience levels.
These results suggest that combat athletes should utilize modern hand wraps with gel
reinforcement to absorb impact and provide improved hand protection.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Combat sports are one of the most popular and universally trained athletic disciplines. Upper
extremity injuries constitute the second most common site of injury in boxers, the third most
common site of injury in mixed martial artists, and is highest in the hand and wrist. Proper
striking technique directs force from a punch down the wrist and forearm, whereas poor
technique can result in abnormal forces across the hand and wrist and can result in significant
hand and wrist injury. Additionally, repetitive impact on the surface of the hand can also result in
chronic injury. Taken together, this suggests that absorbing impact at the surface of the hand
could prevent injury in combat athletes.
Although protective hand gear is often used in a variety of combat sport practices, there is little
research investigating its ability to absorb force and protect the athlete’s hands. This study aims
to address this knowledge gap by measuring the level of force that is transmitted to the hand and
wrist during striking using two commonly used types of hand wrap protection.
This study included six combat athletes. A force sensor was placed over the fingers and was
used to measure how much force was transmitted to the hand during striking while covered with
either standard linear or gel-reinforced hand wraps and boxing gloves. The gel reinforced hand
wraps consistently absorbed more force at the hands compared to the standard linear hand wraps.
This finding was more pronounced in athletes with higher experience levels.
These results suggest that combat athletes should use modern hand wraps with gel reinforcement
to absorb impact and provide improved hand protection.
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Chapter 1.
1.1

Introduction

Introduction to combat sports

Combat sports are one of the most popular and widely televised sporting events. The four
Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) pay-per-view preliminary fight cards taking place
during 2020 (UFC 249 in Jacksonville, Florida, on May 9; UFC 250 in Las Vegas on June 6,
2020; UFC 251 in Abu Dhabi on July 12, 2020; and UFC 252 in Las Vegas on August 15, 2020)
averaged 1.173 million viewers across ESPN and ESPN+ platforms, increasing 30% from
televised pay-per-view events in 2019.(1) In addition to professional matches and viewership,
combat sports are a globally trained athletic discipline. This catch-all term encompasses a wide
spectrum ranging from cultural practices to modern mixed martial arts to warfare training of
hand-to-hand combat techniques used in modern military systems. This includes striking sports,
such as boxing and Muay Thai, and positioning and throw sports such as jiu jitsu and aikido.
Many combat sports use a spectrum of striking, holds and throws, including karate and mixed
martial arts. Combat sports involve a high degree of discipline, dedication and ability in order
for athletes to actively compete at a professional level. For the amateur and public population,
these sports provide a highly beneficial exercise regimen with proven physical and psychological
benefits, either with or without participation in fighting matches.
1.2

Health benefits of combat sports and related practices

1.2.1 Musculoskeletal health benefits of combat sports and related practices in the elderly
population
Exercise programs including weightbearing, resistance, balance and flexibility have been
associated with a decreased risk of falls and an increase in bone mineral density in osteoporotic
women.(2) Institution of Tai Chi and Qigong practices, which focus on balance and flexibility,
have been shown to improve balance, decrease risk of falls and increase balance confidence in
the older adult population.(3) The positive effect of training is not limited to weight bearing
bones; a prospective, cross-over design study instituting 1 year of Tai Chi practice demonstrated
improvement in bone mineral density in the phalanges of women when tested via quantitative
ultrasound.(4) An adapted karate training program was found to improve lower extremity
strength, as well as functional autonomy and mental health scoring in an elderly male with
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osteoporosis.(5) Institution of a 3-month Ving Tsun Chinese martial arts training program in a
prospective cohort of elderly participants demonstrated a trend towards an increase in grip
strength, radius bone mineral density and shoulder mobility compared to a non-intervention
group.(6) Biomechanical studies have also investigated the use of martial arts falling techniques
as an intervention to decrease load onto the greater trochanter during a fall from kneeling or
standing height, which is one of the major causes of hip fractures in the elderly population. The
use of martial arts falling techniques was found to decrease the impact force transmitted to the
greater trochanter with a fall from kneeling height by 27% without changing the point of impact,
whereas these techniques changed the point of impact when the fall was from standing height.(7)
1.2.2 Musculoskeletal health benefits of combat sports and related practices in healthy
adolescents and adults
Musculoskeletal benefits of combat sport training are not limited to the older population, and
have also been demonstrated in healthy adolescent and adult participants. A systematic review
demonstrated a positive correlation between combat sport participation and bone mineral density
in both healthy adolescents and adults.(8) In a prospective trial in adolescent males, Violan et al.
(1997) demonstrated that 6 months of a twice weekly karate training program resulted in
improvement of quadriceps and hamstrings strength and flexibility, as well as improvement in
overall balance compared to age-matched controls.(9) Participation in taekwondo by adolescent
Korean females was also found to result in significantly higher lumbar spine bone mineral
density as measured by dual-emission X-Ray absorptiometry (DEXA) compared to sedentary
age and weight matched controls.(10) Judo specific interval/circuit training in adolescents has
been shown to produce maximum heart rate and oxygen consumption levels on par with running
or cycling.(11) A 9-month long judo training program in 7-year-old males resulted in a
statistically significant increase in improvement in the shuttle-run test of agility, sit-up test for
abdominal muscle endurance and the sit-to-reach test for flexibility compared to an age-matched
cohort participating in group recreational sports (minisoccer, minihandball or
minibasketball).(12)
1.2.3

Mental health and combat sport participation

Combat sports are traditionally associated with the pedagogy of violence and aggression, as the
nature of the sports are often rooted in battle and war. Even the origin of “martial arts” comes
2

from the Latin expression “from Mars,” in reference to the Roman god of war. Despite this,
Szabo et al. (2014) hypothesized that athletes in combat sports may have a higher degree of
emotional intelligence and lower neuroticism than a cohort of peers that do not participate in
combat sports.(13) The group analyzed Hungarian national or international level boxing and
judo athletes attending the Central School of Sports in Budapest compared to age-matched nonathlete controls from university psychology students. Participants were provided with two
validated psychology questionnaires to assess for extroversion, neuroticism and emotional
intelligence. Boxers were found to have significantly lower levels of neuroticism, increased
extroversion and increased emotional intelligence compared to the age-matched peers, whereas
judo athletes demonstrated increased extroversion and use/regulation of emotions compared to
age-matched peers. Conclusions from this study demonstrate that boxing and judo may either
foster or attract athletes with these personality traits.
In an analysis of combat sport athlete quality of life, Kotarska et al. (2019) compared three
groups of combat sport athletes that either: 1) participated at a recreational level; 2) participated
at a competition level; or 3) participated in combat and other sports.(14) This study used the
validated World Health Organization Quality of Life–BREF questionnaire in an assessment of
the domains of physical, psychological, social and environmental health. The authors found that
athletes that were involved in competition were most likely to be involved in healthy patterns of
behaviour, were least likely to smoke and had a lower level of alcohol consumption than either
of the other groups. Although these questionnaires are subjective, the competitive group also
reported the highest quality of life in physical, psychological and environmental domains at a
statistically significant level.
1.3 Injuries in combat sports
1.3.1

General risk of injury in combat sports

Despite widespread popularity and increased acceptance in mainstream society, combat sports
remain a potentially dangerous endeavour, from both the recreational to the professional athlete.
Potential injury sites include face, head and neck, intra-abdominal and musculoskeletal injuries,
the frequency of which is related to how a given combat sport is practiced and the level of
participation.
1.3.2

Head and neck injury in combat sports
3

In striking combat sport matches, athletes are rewarded by strikes to the body and head of their
opponent. Because of this, a large burden of injury is incurred by the head/neck region,
especially in striking dominant sports such as boxing. In a national retrospective survey of
United States emergency department records, combat sports (including boxing, mixed martial
arts and wrestling) resulted in an estimated/extrapolated 42395 emergency department visits due
to head, neck or facial trauma.(15) Out of the recorded visits, 46.0% were due to lacerations,
26.2% were due to fractures and 19.3% were due to contusions or abrasions. Boxing resulted in
the highest proportion of facial fractures (36.9%), while mixed martial arts resulted in the highest
proportion of facial lacerations (50.4%).
Aside from facial trauma, intracranial trauma is also a concern in combat sports. In a metaanalysis of 8 different contact sports, boxing was found to have the highest incidence of
concussion in both professional and amateur athletes in individual sport, however ice hockey
athletes had the highest incidence overall.(16) Despite the results in this and similar
publications, combat sports continue to have a reputation for high levels of head injury and is
discouraged in adolescent and pediatric patients while team contact sports are encouraged.(17)
Although head injury is possible, repetitive head trauma in combat and other contact sports is
concerning and lies on a spectrum from acute concussion to subdural hematoma, and eventually
chronic issues such as dementia puglistica.(18, 19) Significant research effort has therefore been
invested in the analysis of brain injuries and cognitive dysfunction in combat athletes, with
efforts directed towards injury prevention and treatment.
1.3.3

Upper extremity injury in combat sports

Despite the obvious concern for head and intracranial injury, upper extremity injuries constitute
the second most common site of injury in boxers, and the third most common site of injury in
mixed martial artists.(20-22) Although the literature reports shoulder, forearm and elbow
injuries,(23-27) the most common type of upper extremity injury involves the hand and wrist,
encompassing 53-90% of incurred upper extremity injuries.(22, 28, 29) In striking sports such as
boxing, hand injuries encompass a wide spectrum from soft tissue injuries, such as rupture of the
sagittal band of the extensor tendon hood (“boxer’s knuckle”), to carpometacarpal joint
dislocations.(29-31) In a survey of 100 consecutive hand/wrist injuries incurred by 86
professional boxers, 69% involved the right hand whereas 31% involved the left hand. Only 15
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of the 86 athletes were left hand leading (“southpaw” stance), and these athletes incurred 52% of
the left-hand injuries. Out of the injuries, 39% occurred at the thumb, thumb carpometacarpal
joint or scaphoid, 35% occurred at base of the index, middle, ring or small finger metacarpals
including the wrist joint and remaining carpals, and 26% occurred in the index, middle, ring or
small finger metacarpal shaft/head and phalanges.(20)
1.3.4

Risk factors for upper extremity injury in combat athletes

Risk factors for hand and wrist injury in combat athletes include male sex, striking sports,
increasing age/experience level and match outcome.(22, 32, 33) Increased experience with a
larger number of training years also increases the likelihood of chronic pain secondary to upper
extremity injury.(22, 33, 34)
1.3.5

Acute hand and wrist injury in combat sports

The spectrum of hand and wrist injury in combat athletes includes bone, tendon, ligament, skin
and nerve injury. The soft tissues of the hand are complex structures that accommodate the
independent and complex movements necessary to support hand and wrist function.
Documented soft tissue injuries in combat athletes include rupture of the extensor hood and
sagittal bands along with extensor tendon subluxation at the level of the metacarpophalangeal
(MCP) joint (known as the “Boxer’s knuckle”), which can be due to acute injury or repetitive
trauma at the level of the MCP joint.(35) Other soft tissue injuries reported include trauma to the
ligament and capsular structures surrounding the interphalangeal joints, intercarpal ligaments, the
extensor/flexor tendons and the overlying skin.(29)
Bony injury is also possible in the spectrum of hand and wrist injury incurred in combat sports.
This spectrum includes fractures of the fingers, thumb, carpus and wrist, as well as subluxations
or dislocations of the interphalangeal, MCP, intercarpal, wrist and distal radioulnar joints.(20)
The aptly named “boxer’s fracture,” which commonly occurs secondary to punching in the nonathlete, refers to a fracture to the distal end of the metacarpal neck, most common in the ring and
small metacarpals.(36, 37)
1.3.6

Chronic hand and wrist injury in combat sports

Acute injury to the hand and wrist is often a prioritized concern among combat athletes, however
these injuries can also result in chronic pain and disability. Repetitive axial load across the hand
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and wrist can cause progressive joint instability and articular degeneration. These injuries have
the potential to require arthrodesis procedures to allow an athlete to continue to participate in
training, matches and daily function.(34) There have been reports of increased radiographic
arthritic changes in hip, knee and ankle radiographs in elite male athletes compared to agematched cohorts, however the clinical findings of arthritis (i.e. decreased range of motion,
crepitus and pain) were not different between the two groups.(38) A radiographic study of the
hands of 22 karate masters presenting with a hand injury to the emergency department
demonstrated evidence of prior fractures (6 of 22 patients), but no signs of early joint space
narrowing or carpal bossing outside of one patient with confirmed rheumatoid arthritis. (39)
However, inclusion criteria for this study only required 5 years of experience and 13 of the 22
patients demonstrated physical signs of chronic hand/wrist injury (i.e., knuckle pads, thumb
ligament instability). Long term chronic hand and wrist injuries are therefore not only possible,
but are highly prevalent in combat athletes, if chronic soft tissue and ligamentous injuries are
also considered rather than just bony injuries.
1.3.7

Experience level and frequency of training in combat athletes is related to biomechanical
parameters and likelihood of injury

Because of the popularity of combat sports, most participants are not professionally trained
athletes. Rather, most participants are amateurs that often lack sufficient training in proper
technique, which can result in an increased likelihood of individual injury. Teenage male judo
participants have improved static and dynamic balance versus their non-judo trained peers.(40)
Additionally, expert judo adult athletes have been shown to display different knee biomechanics
during break falls when compared to novice athletes.(41) The increased knee extension during
the break fall seen in experienced judo athletes has been hypothesized to improve the athlete’s
control of the fall velocity, which in turn could help to prevent head injury. Taken together, this
implies that the level of experience is integral in injury prevention.
Although experience level must be considered, the intensity and frequency of training
undertaken by professionals increases their likelihood of injury secondary to increased training
volume. Therefore all participants in combat sports, from novice to experienced, face the risk of
sustaining upper extremity injury.(29, 42) The global risk of injury for all participants
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necessitates the institution of appropriate and effective protective gear for training and match
purposes.
1.4

Hand and wrist anatomy relevant to combat sports

1.4.1

Bony anatomy of the hand and wrist

The hand and wrist functions as a complex unit in order to facilitate the dexterity and range
necessary to complete not only delicate tasks, but gross motor tasks such as power grip. Bony
anatomy consists of five rays, comprised of four fingers and the thumb. Each ray includes a
metacarpal and 3 phalanges which make up the finger unit (Figure 1.1). The thumb differs as it
only contains 2 phalanges in addition to its associated metacarpal. The metacarpals articulate
proximally with the distal carpal row (hamate, capitate, triquetrum and trapezoid) at the
carpometacarpal (CMC) joints. Additionally, the first CMC joint of the thumb has a specialized
saddle shaped articulation allowing for additional degrees of freedom of movement of the thumb.

Figure 1.1. Bones of the hand and wrist (right). A. Dorsal surface. B. Palmar surface.
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The distal carpal row is connected to the distal radius and ulna of the forearm by the remaining
carpal bones of the proximal row (scaphoid, lunate, triquetrum). The pisiform bone is a
sesamoid bone of the flexor carpi ulnaris tendon and does not contribute to transmission of force
from the forearm to the fingers. Finally, proximally, the distal radius and ulna also articulate at
the distal radioulnar joint which allows pronation and supination. (43)
The complex interplay of the carpal bones and associated axes of rotation is beyond the scope of
this review, but in and of itself demonstrates a complex interaction between multiple
articulations. The interactions between these joints allows the complex motions of the wrist,
including flexion, extension, ulnar and radial deviation as well as supination and pronation.
The metacarpals are the longest bones of the hand and each metacarpal is comprised of a
condylar head and neck region at the distal end. The head and neck sit in a slightly flexed
posture compared to the long axis of the metacarpal shaft. Each metacarpal head also articulates
with the proximal phalanx of its respective finger forming the MCP joints. The thumb
metacarpal is distinct in its overall position, as it is rotated out-of-plane with respect to the other
metacarpals in order to allow thumb opposition.
1.4.2

Soft tissue anatomy of the hand and wrist

Overlying the MCP joint is the extensor hood, which is a dorsal soft tissue structure that allows
centralization and appropriate function of the extensor tendon. The integrity of this structure is
necessary to allow efficient extension of the MCP and interphalangeal joints (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2. Diagrammatic representation of soft tissues along the dorsal middle finger of
the left hand. A. Finger in extension. B. Closed fist.

Each interphalangeal joint, including the single thumb interphalangeal joint and the proximal and
distal interphalangeal joints of the remaining digits, consists of a circumferential joint capsule
and accessory and true collateral ligaments that flank the radial and ulnar sides of each joint.
The true collateral ligaments are the most significant stabilizers of these joints. Additionally, the
MCP and interphalangeal joints have a volar soft tissue structure, known as the volar plate, that
prevents joint hyperextension. Two flexor tendons, the flexor digitorum superficialis and flexor
digitorum profundus, lie along the volar surface of each digit (excluding the thumb), and are held
in close proximity to the phalanges by a series of annular and cruciate pulleys. This series of
pulleys are responsible for efficient flexion of the digits, load distribution and prevention of
tendon bowstringing. The primary thumb flexor tendon, flexor pollicis longus, is also held in
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close proximity to the phalanges by its own distinct series of pulleys. Thumb flexion is also
aided by the flexor pollicis brevis tendon which originates and lies within the intrinsic
musculature of the hand. At the level of the wrist, volar and dorsal soft tissue structures include
the joint capsule and associated ligamentous structures that link the carpal bones to one another
as well as to the distal radius and ulna.
The metacarpal heads of the index, middle, ring and small fingers are interconnected by the deep
transverse metacarpal ligaments which attach a given metacarpal head to its adjacent counterpart.
The thumb metacarpal does not have an associated deep transverse metacarpal ligament.
1.4.3

Relation of hand and wrist anatomy to striking and potential for injury

Proper striking technique directs the force of a punch through the middle finger metacarpal and
proximally to a neutrally aligned wrist; deviation from this orientation generates abnormal forces
across the hand and wrist and can result in injury.(31) For example, if the wrist is held in a
flexed position during a clenched fist strike, this places an increased flexion moment across the
dorsal surface of the wrist and can result in stretching and eventual rupture of the dorsal
intercarpal ligaments or CMC joint dislocation or fracture. Excessive force placed along the
dorsal surface of the metacarpal head and neck can cause fracture or dislocation in this area,
resulting in a boxer’s fracture or MCP joint dislocation. The opposite holds true when the wrist
is held in extension during a strike, with excessive force placed through the volar wrist ligaments
and associated soft tissue structures. However, despite proper technique, direct impact across the
MCP joints can still result in significant injury due to the overlying complexity of the extensor
soft tissues (Figure 1.2). Force applied across the MCP joints, when considered with respect to
the normal anatomically flexed posture of the metacarpal head and neck, can generate a flexion
moment across the metacarpal neck with force transmission to the bone resulting in a boxer’s
fracture.(44) Additionally, the unique position and relative rotation of the thumb metacarpal
places the thumb at unique risk for injury during gripping motions as well as during strikes
which may result in a deviated force vector across the thumb CMC and MCP joints, placing it at
high risk for joint subluxation or dislocation.
1.5

Striking/punch biomechanics

1.5.1

Normal closed fist punching biomechanics
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In a study including healthy adult male and female volunteers of various experience levels,
differences were noted in punch parameters, including maximum force, impulse, duration,
velocity and effective mass.(45) Experience level did not increase the velocity of a punch,
however the effective mass was found to be significantly higher with increased experience, likely
owing to technique rather than raw speed. This implies that training in striking combat sports
will likely significantly alter the force biomechanics during striking.
The standard six strikes used in all combat sports include the jab, cross, lead/rear hooks and
lead/rear uppercuts (Figure 1.3). The jab and cross are straight punches thrown from the lead
and rear hands respectively, in a direct line from the jaw to the target with the forearm in full
pronation. The lead and rear hooks are thrown with the shoulder and elbow both at 90 degrees of
abduction and the forearm in full supination. The lead and rear uppercuts are thrown with the
shoulder partially abducted between 20-45 degrees, the elbow in 90 degrees of flexion and the
forearm in full supination.

A

C

B

D

Figure 1.3. Standard hand strikes thrown in combat sports in an orthodox stance. A. Jab.
B. Cross. C. Lead hook. D. Rear uppercut. Note that the rear hook and lead uppercut are
not demonstrated but thrown in a similar position to C and D above.
1.5.2

Changes in upper extremity biomechanics in experienced boxers
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A study performed by Letesky et al. (2015) investigated the shoulder range of motion and
scapular kinetic profile in a small cohort of experienced boxers compared to a non-boxing cohort
of peers.(46) In the dominant (rear) arm, boxers were found to have increased active and passive
external rotation as well as a significantly higher degree of scapular dyskinesia compared to the
control group. This kinetic profile could produce a higher risk of chronic and acute shoulder and
upper extremity injury in the boxing group owing to altered biomechanics.
1.6 Disability from upper extremity injury
1.6.1

Impairment and disability rating of upper extremity injury

The level of impairment, referring to physiological loss of function resulting from hand injury,
may be seen as small given the relative size of the injury. However, grip strength has been
demonstrated to be significantly lower in boxers that have sustained an injury to the hand and/or
wrist.(47) This is in contrast to disability, which refers to the inability of a person to perform
tasks necessary for their daily function and activities and is highly dependent on handedness,
career and other personal factors. Measured disability secondary to upper extremity injury is
well documented in the workers compensation board literature, and can significantly affect work
ability, activities of daily living, and overall function. Disability ratings for hand loss-offunction are rated as high as 70% for the dominant hand and 60% for the non-dominant hand,
representing a significant detriment to functional capacity.(48)
1.6.2

Cost associated with upper extremity injury in the combat sport athlete

The overall cost of hand dysfunction and disability is difficult to calculate, as it is highly
dependent on handedness as well as respective job and career requirements. A comparison of
closed non-operative versus operative management of boxer’s fractures demonstrated an overall
cost increase of 1100 euros (equivalent to $1692.09 Canadian dollars at a conversion rate of 1
euro = 1.54 Canadian dollars (49)) if surgical management was performed.(50) The ability to
apply force through an injured hand or finger after injury is dependent on the location and type
of injury, but is typically delayed for 6 to 12 weeks post-injury. Many professional athletes are
self-employed, are involved in training other athletes or receive sponsorship as a means of
income. The inability to either train or participate in matches secondary to hand/wrist injury or
disability could therefore result in significant costs to the athlete due to a direct loss of income.
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1.7

Prevention of upper extremity injury in combat athletes

1.7.1

Protective equipment in combat athletes

Various designs of protective training equipment are available for the head, mouth, forearms,
hands, groin, shins and feet, making it difficult for athletes to navigate and choose the most
appropriate and cost-effective options. Mouthguards directly protect the teeth in contact sports
and help absorb and dissipate energy from direct blows to the head in the prevention of brain
injury. Studies have clearly demonstrated that the overall stiffness of mouthguards is the most
important factor in the prevention of dental injury.(51) Despite this knowledge, most available
mouthguards are made out of low stiffness materials, and therefore provide minimal protection
against injury to the tooth-bone interface. This clouds the ability of athletes to choose the most
appropriate protection against oral trauma, as the availability of high stiffness mouthguards is
minimal, or is only available at a much higher price point.
Despite the potential for injury, it has clearly been shown that the use of protective hand
equipment is associated with decreased burden of injury. The use of hand protection decreases
the proportion of hand injuries in karate athletes from 11% to 1.3% and decreases the overall
number of injuries requiring treatment from 42% to 16%, including those injuries incurred by the
opponent.(22) Hand and wrist injury has the potential for significant disability, however, most
combat-related musculoskeletal research to date has focused on either categorizing athletic
injuries incurred by a given sport or furthering the potential damage that an athlete can inflict on
an opponent.(21, 22, 52-56) Therefore, although traditional protective gear is often used in a
variety of combat sport practices, there is a paucity of research investigating the effectiveness of
protective hand gear for the practitioner.
1.7.2

Traditional and modern hand wraps used by combat athletes

The traditional hand protection used in multiple striking sports includes material (i.e., cotton,
rope, gauze) wrapped around the hand, wrist and fingers. The most common form is a 4
centimeter (cm) by 457.2 cm (180 inch) long cotton-polyester linear wrap. This style of wrap is
anchored at the thumb and successively wrapped around the wrist and metacarpals, in between
the index through small digits in the interphalangeal spaces and finally secured back around the
hand and wrist (Figure 1.4). In theory, these wraps have the potential to provide direct impact
absorption as they do overlie the MCP joints and proximal phalanges. Rather, they are more
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likely to provide stability to the hand by tensioning the deep transverse metacarpal ligaments and
by preventing excessive carpal/wrist flexion, extension and radioulnar deviation. There is,
however, no literature available that has investigated how these wraps function to protect the
hands. Rather, the only study to date investigating boxing hand wraps directly looked at the
stiffness and force generation of the professional boxing wrap construct, consisting of gauze and
diachylon.(57) In this study of 22 professional boxers, the authors found that increased thickness
of the wrap resulted in increased overall stiffness of the hand as well as an increased force
generation as measured by an impact sensor. While this is important information on the
performance of athletes during a match, this does not inform athletes on how to best protect their
own hands during matches or in training where the gauze/diachylon wraps are not routinely used.

Figure 1.4. Demonstration of a version of a hand-wrap technique using the 180 inch (457.2
cm) linear wraps. A. The thumb loop is anchored at the base of the thumb and wrapped
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around the wrist joint. B. The wrap is then carried up to the metacarpals and proximal
phalanges. C. The wrap is successively wrapped through the fourth, third and second web
spaces and base of the thumb. D. The wrap is secured around the MCP joints. E. The wrap
is criss-crossed around the dorsum of the wrist. F. The wrap is finally wrapped and secured
around the wrist joint.

Modern styles of wraps have attempted to integrate foam or solid gel into the wrap that directly
overlies the MCP joints. A biomechanical analysis of foam-based foot and forearm guards used
in Taekwondo was performed to investigate whether this combination of protection, which
mimics a simultaneous head kick and forearm block, significantly decreased the transmitted
force. The authors demonstrated that the combination of guards were able to absorb 15.9% of
the applied force and distributed the force across a wider area.(58) An alternate study looked at
the ability of a variety of hand, forearm, foot and shin guards from commercially available
brands to absorb impact from a vertically dropped weight.(59) The weight was dropped from
heights to mimic an impact force of 8-15 Joules, which corresponds to the amount of energy
required to cause a ligamentous rupture or fracture. The hand protectors tested were unable to
dissipate the transmitted energy below this critical level, implying that the hand protectors were
incapable of preventing injury. However, as the analysis used in both studies uses an artificial
setting, it does not truly represent the forces generated in a clinical dynamic training scenario.
1.8 Force measurements of striking in combat athletes
1.8.1

Force and impact sensors used in combat sport training

Force sensors have been used in a wide variety of medical applications and have provided
significant insight into ergonomic designs for handles, workstations and even athletic footwear.
In-shoe pressure and force distribution sensors have also been used effectively to determine
plantar pressure points in diabetic feet, allowing progressive designs in footwear to
accommodate and prevent advancement of foot ulcers.(60) These types of sensors allow for
innovative designs in multiple fields, which both help to prevent injury and enhance athletic
performance. In the field of combat sports, force sensors are often used in training to measure
the forward force and potential damage that an athlete can inflict on an opponent. This technique
has been used to estimate the differences in force in various types of protective gear as outlined
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in previous sections.(57-59) Straight punches, elbows and open hand strikes performed by
professional or advanced self-defence adults during kneeling attacks were similarly measured
using force plate sensors to determine the maximum amount of force that could be
generated.(61)
1.8.2

Accelerometers and gyroscopes used in combat sport training

Accelerometers and gyroscopes are instruments which have been applied to boxers in order to
measure position, velocity, acceleration and, indirectly, forward force measurements.(62-64)
There are now a wide variety of commercially available accelerometers used for combat sports
with Bluetooth capabilities. The accelerometers can easily be attached at the wrist when applied
and held under hand wraps or in pre-fabricated bracelets. The use of accelerometers and
gyroscopes have been clinically validated and are feasible for use in combat sport training as
well as for research purposes.(63, 65)
1.8.3

Principles of force and impact measurement

Several previous studies have investigated the amount of forward force that is generated during
closed hand strikes in combat athletes.(61, 66) These studies demonstrated upwards of 4000
Newtons of forward force based on laboratory analyses. A study performed with force sensors
within boxing gloves during a professionally sanctioned match found significantly lower values,
with a maximum mean measurement of 1600 Newtons (N) in one athlete.(67) To the best of our
knowledge, there are no studies looking at the level of force at the interface between the
protective hand wraps and the MCP joints and proximal phalanges of the athlete, where the
retrograde force could cause potential hand and wrist injury during striking.
The Nyquist theorem is a principle of data acquisition that can be applied to force and
impact measurements. This theorem states that to accurately capture a sinusoidal signal, the
sampling rate must be twice the rate of the measured signal. Most studies to date have analyzed
“touch time”, i.e., time from stimulus to time of contact, rather than total contact time of hand to
sensor or bag. Touch time measurements have been measured between 432 to 750
milliseconds.(68) Extrapolation of graphically represented punch force curves from this study
demonstrates a total contact measurement time of approximately 25 milliseconds. Closed fist
strikes have otherwise been demonstrated to have a mean impact time of 26 milliseconds, which
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is equivalent to approximately 50 Hertz (Hz).(45) Therefore, a minimum 100 Hz capture rate
should be sufficient to capture impact and force measurements in a striking study.
1.9

Goals of this thesis

1.9.1

Aims

Based on the potential for upper extremity injury and disability, analyzing the protective
capabilities of protective hand gear in a clinical setting would benefit combat sport athletes and
allow evidence-based recommendations for the most effective protective equipment. Protective
hand wraps that provide increased impact absorption at the surface of the hand could potentially
provide the greatest benefit for injury prevention in this athletic group. This study aims to
address the knowledge gap by quantifying the efficacy of hand wraps from a self-protective
standpoint, by measuring the level of force that is transmitted to the surface of the hand during
striking using two commonly used types of hand wrap protection including a traditional style
wrap as well as one including gel-reinforcement.
1.9.2

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that gel-reinforced hand wraps will provide improved force dissipation and
decreased force transmission to the MCP joints and wrist compared to the traditional
“intermetacarpal” style of wrap using linear hand wraps.
1.9.3

Outcomes

The primary outcome measure will include the calculated mean force from sustained peak
readings from a series of punches thrown with either the gel-reinforced or linear hand wraps.
Subgroups will be used to trend force measurement differences based on experience level, sex,
and relative weight divisions. Secondary outcomes will include athlete preference and subjective
performance of the two types of hand wraps.
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Chapter 2.

Systematic review of the literature

Eva M. Gusnowski, Manisha R. Mistry, Daniel Langohr, Kenneth Faber and Ruby Grewal
2.1

Introduction

To properly understand the level of intervention for injury prevention, it is important to
categorize the type and location of injury sustained by an athletic population. Of interest to this
thesis is the categorization of hand and wrist injury in combat athletes, which has not been
previously or adequately addressed. Herein is described an extensive systematic review to
characterize the location and type of injury sustained by combat athletes from a wide variety of
sports, experience levels, training scenarios and mechanism of combat.
2.2

Materials and methods

A systematic review of the literature was performed following the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines to identify hand and wrist injuries
incurred during combat sport training or matches.(69) The search was performed using two
electronic databases, PubMed and Web of Science, on January 9, 2021 (Figure 2.1). The search
terms used included (“combat sports” OR “martial arts” OR “boxing” OR “jiu jitsu” OR “karate”
OR “taekwondo” OR “mixed martial arts” OR “MMA” OR “kickboxing” OR “kung fu” OR
“aikido” OR “muay thai” OR “krav maga” OR “tai chi” OR “capoeira” OR “judo”) AND
(“hand” OR “wrist” OR “finger” OR “metacarpal” OR “carpus” OR “forearm” OR “upper
extremity” OR “bone” OR “joint” OR “tendon” OR “soft tissue” OR “ligament”) AND (“injury”
OR “trauma” OR “damage” OR “fracture” OR “dislocation” OR “subluxation” OR “rupture”).
The date range was inclusive from inception to January 9, 2021.
Full-text studies were included if: 1) a hand/wrist injury occurred during combat training or
competition; 2) an adequate breakdown of location to individual bone, joint or soft tissue
structure was provided; 3) an adequate breakdown of injury subtype was provided (i.e., fracture,
strain, sprain, dislocation, tendon rupture); and 4) original data from a peer reviewed article was
provided. The “hand/wrist” was defined as the anatomical area extending from 5 cm proximal to
the distal radioulnar joint and any structure distal. Studies were excluded if they met the
following criteria: 1) non-English; 2) conference abstracts; 3) no full text available online or in
print for review; or 4) studies that did not meet inclusion criteria. Initial abstract/title screening
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was performed by one reviewer (E.M.G). Full-text articles identified for potential inclusion were
reviewed by two independent reviewers (E.M.G. and M.R.M.). Disagreements were resolved by
consensus among the investigators.
Categorization of the injuries was based on a variety of factors related to general combat sports.
Sport fields included boxing, karate, judo, kickboxing, Muay Thai, jiu jitsu, krav maga, mixed
martial arts and taekwondo. Experience level was defined as either elite/professional (including
Olympians, national-level athletes and those with sanctioned professional matches or licensure),
amateurs/recreational, military/police, pediatric (less than 18 years of age) or undefined. Sports
were differentiated based on their mechanism of combat, categorized as striking only (boxing),
throws only (judo and jiu jitsu) or a combination of both strikes and throws (karate, kickboxing,
Muay Thai, krav maga, mixed martial arts and taekwondo). Injury acuity was included as either
acute injury (defined as those recorded within 3 months of initial injury), chronic injury (defined
as those recorded >3 months of initial injury), acute on chronic (defined as a repeat injury in the
setting of a previous known injury and recorded within 3 months of repeat injury) or undefined.
Timing of injury was defined as those occurring during a match or tournament, during training or
unknown.
2.3

Results

2.3.1

Study characteristics

The initial database search yielded 2898 studies; 398 duplicates were excluded. A total of 2500
studies were screened for inclusion (Figure 2.1). After primary abstract and title review, 2261
articles were excluded and 3 articles could not be retrieved online or in print through available
library services, leaving 236 articles for application of inclusion/exclusion criteria as described
above. Overall, 40 articles met final inclusion/exclusion criteria after secondary screening
between the two investigators (Table 2.1). The included papers spanned multiple decades,
ranging from 1970 to 2020, with the majority (n = 27, 67.5%) published since 2000.
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Figure 2.1. Modified PRISMA flow diagram for systematic review of hand and wrist
injuries in combat athletes.

The highest representation of sport was in the field of boxing (n = 17/40, 42.5%). This was
followed in descending order by karate (n = 11/40, 27.5%), judo (n = 4/40, 10%), mixed martial
arts (n = 3/40, 7.5%) and taekwondo (n = 2/40, 5%). The remaining sports, including kickboxing,
Muay Thai, jiu jitsu and krav maga each had a single study that met inclusion criteria (n = 1/40
per sport, 2.5%). Involvement of the total number of athletes screened to determine incidence of
injury in each field of sport could not be adequately determined, as most included studies
involved case reports and case series and/or these numbers were not reported to allow accurate
calculations.
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Title

Lead
author
Gardner

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

1970

JAMA

Case report

Karate

Combination

Chronic

Military

Training

Middle finger
extensor hypertrophy
and adhesions over
MCP (n = 1)

McCown

1979

Phys
Sportsmed

Boxing

Striking

Unclear

Professional

Unknown

Index Metacarpal
Fractures in Karate
(72)

Kelly

1980

Phys
Sportsmed

Karate

Combination

Unclear

Amateur/
recreational

Unknown

Finger phalanx
fracture (n = 8); finger
MC fracture (n = 15)
Thumb MC fracture
(n = 3); finger MC
fracture (n = 8)

Ununited fractures of
the scaphoid in
boxers: A therapeutic
dilemma (73)

Shively

1980

Am J Sports
Med

Retrospective
cohort chart
review
Cross
sectional
cohort case
series
Case report

Boxing

Striking

Chronic and
acute on
chronic

Elite

Unknown

Scaphoid non-union
(n = 3); index MCP
chronic pain/swelling
(n = 1)

Does karate injure
blood vessels of the
hand? (74)

Vayssairat

1984

The Lancet

Case report

Karate

Combination

Chronic

Elite

Unknown

Boxer's knuckle-dorsal capsular
rupture of the
metacarpophalangeal
joint of a finger (75)

Posner

1989

J Hand Surg
(Am Vol)

Observational

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Professional
and amateur

Unknown

Digital artery
occlusion/aneurysm
with digital ulcers (n
= 1)
Extensor hood rupture
(professional/elite (n
= 4); amateur (n = 2))

Hypertrophic
Infiltrative Tendinitis
(HIT Syndrome) of
the Long Extensor:
The Abused Karate
Hand (70)
Boxing Safety and
Injuries (71)

Table 2.1. Characteristics of included studies in the performed systematic review (continued on the following 6 pages).
(Abbreviations used: MCP, metacarpophalangeal; MC, metacarpal; DRUJ, distal radioulnar joint; UCL, ulnar collateral
ligament; ECRL/B, extensor carpi radialis longus/brevis; RC, radiocarpal; EDC, extensor digitorum communis; EPL,
extensor pollicis longus; EDM, extensor digit minimi; FDP, flexor digitorum profundus; DIP, distal interphalangeal; PIP,
proximal interphalangeal; CMC, carpometacarpal; EPB, extensor pollicis brevis; AVN, avascular necrosis; SH2, Salter Harris
2; FCR, flexor carpi radialis).
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Title

Lead
author
Russo

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

1991

Acta Orthop
Belg

Case report

Judo

Throws

Acute

Police

Training

Dorsal DRUJ
dislocation (n = 1)

Cavanagh

1992

Injury

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Acute

Professional

Match

Chiu

1993

Plast
Reconstr
Surg

Case report

Karate

Combination

Chronic

Pediatric

Training

Hypothenar hammer
syndrome in sports
(79)

Miller

1996

Case series

Karate

Combination

Unclear

Unknown

Unknown

Incidence and
Severity of Injuries
Resulting From
Amateur Boxing in
Ireland (80)

Porter

1996

Knee Surg
Sports
Traumatol
Arthrosc
Clin J
Sports Med

Trapezium fracture (n
= 1)
Segmental perineural
and interfascicular
fibrosis of dorsal
branch of ulnar digital
nerve (n = 1)
Hypothenar hammer
syndrome (n = 1)

Prospective
cohort

Boxing

Striking

Acute

Amateur

Match

Spontaneous rupture
of extensor pollicis
longus tendon in a
kick boxer (81)
Knuckle pads from
boxing (82)

Lloyd

1998

Br J Sports
Med

Case report

Kickboxing

Combination

Acute

Elite

Training

Kanerva

1998

Eur J
Dermatol

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Recreational

Unknown

Hame

2000

Hand
Clinics

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Unclear

Professional

Unknown

Dorsal dislocation of
the distal end of the
ulna in a judo player
(76)
The true 'boxer's
fracture? (77)
"Karate Kid" Finger
(78)

Boxer's Knuckle:
Traumatic Disruption
of the Extensor Hood
(83)

Table 2.1 continued.
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Thumb UCL injury (n
= 2); ECRL/B partial
tear (n = 1); RC joint
strain (n = 1);
extensor hood rupture
(n = 1); EDC tendon
partial tear (n = 1);
MC fracture (n = 2);
trapezium fracture (n
= 1)
EPL rupture (n = 1)

Hyperkeratosis/fissured callosities at
DIP of index and
middle fingers (n = 1)
Extensor hood rupture
(n = 27)

Title

Lead
author
Gartland

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

2001

Br J
Sports
Med

Cross
sectional
survey

Muay
Thai

Combination

Acute

Unknown

Unknown

Karate Cicatrices (85)

Adams

2001

Cutis

Case report

Karate

Combination

Chronic

Unknown

Unknown

Treatment of soft tissue
injuries to the dorsum
of the
metacarpophalangeal
joint (Boxer's knuckle)
(86)
Traumatic extensor
tendon dislocation in a
boxer: a case study (87)

Arai

2002

J Hand
Surg Eur
Vol

Retrospective
cohort

Boxing
and
karate

Striking
(boxing) and
combination
(karate)

Acute

Professional
and
recreational

Unknown

Finger phalanx
fracture (n = 9); finger
MC fracture (n = 10);
thumb hyperextension
injury (n = 6); carpal
fracture (n = 9); wrist
strain n = (10)
Scars on back of
hands (n = 1)
Extensor hood rupture
(boxing (n = 3);
karate (n = 2))

Bents

2003

Med Sci
Sports
Exerc

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Elite

Unknown

Nagaoka

2006

Case series

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Professional

Unknown

Marie

2007

J Hand
Surg (Am
Vol)
Medicine
(Baltimor
e)

Case series

Karate

Combination

Chronic

Professional

Unknown

Hypothenar hammer
syndrome (n = 1)

Melone

2009

Clin J
Sports
Med

Case series/
technique

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Professional

Unknown

Extensor hood rupture
(n = 44); symptomatic
carpal boss (n = 38)

Durrant

2010

Ann R
Coll Surg
Engl

Case report

Martial
arts

Combination

Acute

Unknown

Unknown

ECRL avulsion
fracture at base of
third MC with EPL
rupture (n = 1)

Injury and injury rates
in Muay Thai kick
boxing (84)

Extensor retinaculum
graft for chronic boxer's
knuckle (88)
Long-term follow-up of
hypothenar hammer
syndrome: a series of
47 patients (89)
Disabling hand injuries
in boxing: boxer's
knuckle and traumatic
carpal boss (90)
Small flake, big
problem: an unreported
cause of extensor
pollicis longus tendon
rupture (91)

Table 2.1 continued.
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Little EDC and EDM
longitudinal split (n =
1); ulnar capsular
rupture (n = 1)
Extensor hood rupture
(n = 5)

Title
A rare presentation of
flexor digitorum
profundus type V
avulsion injury with
associated intraarticular fracture: A
case report (92)
Simultaneous triple
dislocation of the
small finger (93)
Acute isolated volar
dislocation of the
distal radio-ulnar
joint: case report and
literature review (94)
Assessment of Injuries
During Brazilian JiuJitsu Competition (95)

Combined joint fusion
for index and middle
carpometacarpal
instability in elite
boxers (96)
Injuries in competitive
boxing. A prospective
study (97)

Lead
author
Rizis

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

2011

Plast Surg

Case report

Karate

Combination

Acute

Unknown

Training

Bony FDP avulsion
(type V) of ring finger
(n = 1)

Vidal

2013

J Hand Surg
(Am Vol)

Case report

Karate

Combination

Acute

Unknown

Unknown

Werthel

2014

Chir Main

Case report

Martial
arts

Combination

Acute

Unknown

Unknown

Small finger
simultaneous
DIP/PIP/MCP
dislocation (n = 1)
Volar DRUJ
dislocation (n = 1)

Scoggin

2014

Orthop J
Sports Med

Descriptive
epidemiological

Jiu jitsu

Throws

Acute

Amateur

Tournament

Nazarian

2014

J Hand Surg
Eur Vol

Case series

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Elite

Unknown

Siewe

2015

Int J Sports
Med

Prospective
cohort

Boxing

Striking

Acute

Professional

Unknown

Table 2.1 continued.
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Finger DIP strain (n =
1), thumb sprain (n =
1), index finger PIP
dislocation (n = 1),
ring finger MC
fracture (n = 1)
Index and middle
finger CMC
instability (n = 13)
Finger MCP fracture
(n = 1); finger
interphalangeal joint
capsule injury (n = 2);
finger MCP bruise (n
= 3); wrist contusion
(n = 23); hand
laceration/contusion n
=1

Title
Stress Fracture of the
Radial Styloid
Process in a Judo
Player: A Case
Report (98)
Ultrasound imaging
for the extensor
pollicis brevis tendon:
when martial arts
caused partial rupture
(99)
Florid reactive
periostitis in the fifth
phalange of a
professional boxer: A
case report (100)
The Role of Dynamic
Contrast-Enhanced
MRI in a Child with
Sport-Induced
Avascular Necrosis of
the Scaphoid: A Case
Report and Literature
Review (101)
Extensor Tendon
Instability Due to
Sagittal Band Injury
in a Martial Arts
Athlete: A Case
Report (102)
Hook Plate Fixation
for the Thumb Ulnar
Collateral Ligament
Fracture-Avulsion
(103)

Lead
author
Hashiguchi

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

2015

J Nippon
Med Sch

Case report

Judo

Throws

Acute on
chronic

Pediatric

Training

Radial styloid stress
fracture (n = 1)

Chang

2015

Am J Phys
Med
Rehabil

Case report

Martial
arts

Combination

Acute

Unknown

Unknown

EPB partial rupture (n
= 1)

Tomori

2016

Medicine
(Baltimore)

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Chronic

Professional

Unknown

Reactive periostitis of
left small finger
proximal phalanx and
MC (n = 1)

Koc

2016

Case Rep
Orthop

Case report

Karate

Combination

Chronic

Pediatric

Unknown

Scaphoid AVN (n =
1)

Kochevar

2017

J Hand Surg
Asian Pac

Case report

Taekwondo

Combination

Chronic

Pediatric

Unknown

Extensor hood rupture
(n = 1)

Tabrizi

2017

J Hand
Microsurg

Case report

Taekwondo

Combination

Acute

Amateur

Tournament

Thumb UCL avulsion
(n = 1)
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Title
Prevalence and
Patterns of Injury
Sustained During
Military Hand-toHand Combat
Training (KravMaga) (28)

Closed disruption of a
single flexor
digitorum
superficialis tendon
slip: 3 cases (104)
Index extensor
digitorum communis
tendon entrapment in
a growth plate injury
of distal radius (105)

Lead
author
Farkash

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

2017

Mil Med

Retrospective cohort
chart review

Krav
maga

Combination

Acute

Military

Training

Schweizer

2019

Hand Surg
Rehabil

Case series

Judo

Throws

Acute

Unknown

Unknown

Finger phalanx
fracture (n = 10);
finger interphalangeal
joint dislocation (n =
1); finger MC fracture
(n = 7); jersey finger
(n = 1); finger
contusion (n = 35);
thumb phalanx
fracture (n = 7);
thumb MC fracture (n
= 2); thumb collateral
ligament tear (n = 4);
thumb contusion (n =
83); scaphoid fracture
(n = 12); triquetrum
fracture (n = 2);
trapezoid fracture (n =
1); distal radius
fracture (n = 1); ulnar
styloid fracture (n =
2); hand or wrist
sprain/strain/contusio
n (n = 107); hand or
wrist laceration (n =
3)
Disruption of right
middle finger radial
slip of FDS (n = 1)

Furuya

2019

Trauma
Case Rep

Case report

Judo

Throws

Acute

Pediatric

Unknown
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Distal radius SH2
fracture with index
EDC tendon
entrapment/rupture (n
= 1)

Title
Isolated Trapezoid
Fracture in a Boxer
(106)
Surgical Repair of an
Avulsed Distal Flexor
Carpi Radialis
Tendon in a Boxer: A
Case Report (107)
Dorsal Dislocation of
the Trapezoid with
Metacarpal
Instability: A Boxing
Injury (108)

Lead
author
Ribeiro

Year

Journal

Study

Sport

Sport Type

Chronicity

Experience

Training

Summary of injuries

2019

Am J Case
Rep

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Acute

Recreational

Training

Trapezoid fracture (n
= 1)

Berthiaume

2019

JBJS Case
Connect

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Acute

Professional

Unknown

FCR avulsion (n = 10:
finger MC fracture (n
= 1)

Feder

2020

J Wrist Surg

Case report

Boxing

Striking

Acute

Professional

Match

Scaphotrapeziotrapezoidal joint
dislocation and
index/middle CMC
dislocations (n = 1)
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2.3.2

Basic injury breakdown

Each paper was categorized based on sport, experience (professional/elite, amateur/recreational,
military/police, pediatric or unknown), sport subtype (striking only, throws only or combination),
injury acuity (acute, chronic, acute on chronic or unknown) and timing of injury
(match/tournament, training or unknown). Injuries were initially broadly categorized as fracture,
joint injury, contusion or sprain, soft tissue injury, neurovascular, or chronic bone or joint injury.
The basic injury breakdown for each of the categories are shown in Table 2.2 through Table 2.6.

SPORT
Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

Fracture
Joint injury
Contusion or Sprain
Soft tissue injury
Neurovascular
Chronic bone or joint
injury

30
18
28
93
0

11
1
0
4
3

1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0

28
0
16
0
0

1
1
2
0
0

44
5
225
4
0

0
1
0
3
0

0
1
0
1
0

17

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

186

22

4

1

44

4

278

4

2

Table 2.2. Hand and wrist injury category breakdown based on sport subtype.

Table 2.2 shows the basic injury breakdown based on individual sport. The two combat
disciplines with the highest number of upper extremity injuries are boxing (n = 186) and krav
maga (n = 278). Kickboxing, judo, jiu jitsu, mixed martial arts and taekwondo all had less than 5
upper extremity injuries in the included studies. The largest number of reported injuries in
boxing was in the soft tissue category (n = 93/186, 50.0%), whereas the largest number of
reported injuries in krav maga was in the contusion/abrasion category (n = 225/278, 80.9%).
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EXPERIENCE
Elite or
Amateur or Military or
professional recreational
Police

Pediatric
(<18 years
of age)

Unknown

Fracture
Joint injury
Contusion or Sprain
Soft tissue injury
Neurovascular
Chronic bone or joint
injury

26
16
27
87
2

16
4
3
9
0

44
6
225
5
0

1
0
0
1
0

28
2
16
5
1

16

1

0

3

1

TOTAL

174

33

280

5

53

Table 2.3. Hand and wrist injury category breakdown based on experience level.

Table 2.3 above demonstrates the generalized breakdown of hand and wrist injuries based on
athlete experience level. The highest number of injuries were incurred in military or police
training (n = 280/545, 51.4%) and elite or professional athletes (n = 174/545, 31.9%). Elite or
professional athletes had a high proportion of soft tissue injury (n = 87/174, 50.0%) whereas
military or police sustained a high proportion of contusions/sprains (n = 225/280, 80.3%).

SPORT TYPE
Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

Fracture
Joint injury
Contusion or Sprain
Soft tissue injury
Neurovascular
Chronic bone or joint
injury

30
18
28
94
0

2
2
2
2
0

83
8
241
11
3

17

1

3

TOTAL

187

9

349

Table 2.4. Hand and wrist injury category breakdown based on mechanism of combat.

Table 2.4 shows the generalized breakdown of injuries based on sport type. The highest number
of hand and wrist injuries were incurred in the practice of combat sports that employed both
striking and throws (n = 349/545, 64.0%), followed by those that employ striking only (n =
187/545, 34.3%).
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INJURY ACUITY
Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

Fracture
Joint injury
Contusion or Sprain
Soft tissue injury
Neurovascular
Chronic bone or joint
injury

92
15
271
18
0

0
13
0
62
2

0
0
0
0
0

23
0
0
27
1

0

19

2

0

TOTAL

396

96

2

51

Table 2.5. Hand and wrist injury category breakdown based on injury acuity.

TRAINING
Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

Fracture
Joint injury
Contusion or Sprain
Soft tissue injury
Neurovascular
Chronic bone or joint
injury

5
7
3
3
0

45
6
225
7
0

65
15
43
97
3

0

2

19

TOTAL

18

285

242

Table 2.6. Hand and wrist injury category breakdown based on timing of injury during
competition or training.

Most injuries occurred in the acute setting (Table 2.5), with a slight majority occurring during
training (n = 285/545, 52.3%) versus those with no clear report of incident during training versus
competition (n = 242/545, 44.4%). The fewest amount of hand and wrist injuries occurred
during matches or competition (n = 18/545, 3.3%; Table 2.6).
2.3.3

Detailed injury breakdown

Tables A2.1 through A2.6 (see Appendix A) demonstrate a detailed injury breakdown based on
sport subtype. The highest number of fractures (Table A2.1) occurred in the finger phalanges
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and finger metacarpals in boxing (finger phalanx n = 8/30, 26.7%; finger metacarpal n = 19/30,
63.3%) and Muay Thai (finger phalanx n = 9/28, 32.1%; finger metacarpal n = 10/28, 35.7%). A
high number of finger phalanx and finger metacarpal fractures were also noted in krav maga
(finger phalanx n = 10/44, 22.7%; finger metacarpal n = 7/44, 15.9%). Out of the included
combat sports, krav maga practitioners incurred the highest proportion of thumb phalanx and
metacarpal fractures (n = 9/44, 20.5%) and carpal fractures (n = 15/44, 34.0%). The highest
proportion of joint injuries occurred in boxing (Table A2.2, n = 18/28, 64.3%), located most
commonly at the finger CMC joints (n = 15/18, 83.3%). Krav maga athletes incurred the highest
number of contusions and sprain hand and wrist injuries (Table A2.3, n = 225/271, 83.0%),
followed by boxing (n = 28/271, 10.3%) and Muay Thai (n = 16/271, 5.9%). The highest
proportion of soft tissue injuries (Table A2.4) was in boxing, representing 86.7% (n = 93/107) of
the total number of soft tissue injuries. Most of the boxing soft tissue injuries were extensor
hood ruptures (n = 86/93, 92.5%). Very few neurovascular injuries were noted, with a total of
only 3 injuries (3/545, 0.6%), all of which were found in karate athletes (Table A2.5). Chronic
repetitive impact injuries were most common in boxers (Table A2.6, n = 17/21, 81.0%).
Tables A2.7 through A2.12 demonstrate the detailed injury breakdown based on the experience
level of participants. Military/police had the highest proportion of fractures altogether (n =
44/115, 38.2%; Table A2.7), followed by elite/professional athletes (n = 26/115, 22.6%) and
amateur/recreational athletes (n = 16/115, 13.9%). Of note, elite/professional athletes had the
highest number of fractures in the finger metacarpals (n = 17/26, 65.4%). Elite/professional
athletes experienced the highest number of reported joint injuries (n = 16/22, 72.7%), with the
highest representation in the finger CMC joints (n = 15/16, 93.8%; Table A2.8). Table A2.9
shows that the highest proportion of contusions/sprains was found in the military/police
subcategory (n = 225/271, 83.0%), followed by elite/professionals (n = 27/271, 10.0%). The
highest proportion of soft tissue injuries were also found in elite/professional athletes (n =
87/107, 81.3%; Table A2.10), wherein most of these injuries were extensor hood ruptures (n =
81/87, 93.1%). Neurovascular injuries (Table A2.11) were only found in the elite/professional (n
= 2/3, 66.7%) and unknown categories (n = 1/3, 33.3%), whereas chronic injuries (Table A2.12)
were most commonly reported in the elite/professional (n = 16/21, 76.2%) and pediatric (n =
3/21, 14.3%) categories. Pediatric athletes had the fewest number of hand and wrist injuries
reported in all injury subcategories (Tables A2.7 through 2.12).
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Tables A2.13 through A2.18 report the detailed injury breakdown based on mechanism of
combat. Combat sports that employed striking only or a combination of striking and throws
consistently represented a higher proportion of overall injury subtypes compared to those that
employed only throws. Combat athletes performing sports that employed both striking and
throws had the highest proportion of total hand and wrist fractures (n = 83/115, 72.2%; Table
A2.13), with the highest proportion of fractures reported at the finger metacarpals (n = 25/83,
30.1%). In combat sports that employ only striking, the highest proportion of fractures were also
found in the finger metacarpals (n = 19/30, 63.3%; Table A2.13), and the highest proportion of
joint injuries were reported at the finger CMC joints (n = 15/18, 83.3%; Table A2.14). The
highest proportion of contusions/sprains were reported in striking/throw combination sports (n =
241/271, 88.9%; Table A2.15), with the second highest in striking only sports (n = 28/271,
10.3%). Soft tissue injuries were most common in striking only sports (n = 94/107, 87.9%;
Table A2.16), with the highest proportion of injury in the extensor hood rupture category (n =
86/94, 91.5%). Neurovascular injuries were only reported in the combined striking/throw sports
(n = 3/3, 100%; Table A2.17), whereas striking only sports had the highest proportion of chronic
injuries (n = 17/21, 81.0%; Table A2.18). Sports that employ only throws had the lowest
proportion of injury in all categories.
Tables A2.19 through A2.24 contain a breakdown of hand and wrist injury based on acuity of
reported injury. Acute injuries (i.e., those reported within 3 months of injury) constituted the
highest proportion of fractures (n = 92/105, 87.6%; Table A2.19), joint injuries (n = 15/28,
53.6%; Table A2.20) and contusions/sprains (n = 271/271, 100%; Table A2.21). Chronic
injuries (i.e., those reported more than three months after injury) constituted the highest
proportion of soft tissue injuries (n = 62/107, 57.9%; Table A2.22), neurovascular (n = 2/3,
66.7%; Table A2.23) and long-term injuries (n = 19/21, 90.5%; Table A2.24). Acute on chronic
injuries were only found in the long-term chronic injury category (n = 2/21, 9.5%; Table A2.24).
Tables A2.25 through A2.30 contain the detailed injury breakdown of hand and wrist injury
sustained during matches/tournaments versus training. Training resulted in 42.9% of the
reported fractures (n = 45/105; Table A2.25), compared to matches/tournaments which resulted
in 4.8% (n = 5/105) and unknown timing of injury in 61.2% (n = 65/105). Joint injuries were
slightly more common in matches/tournaments at 25% (n = 7/28; Table A2.26) compared to
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training (n = 6/28; 21.4%). A high proportion of contusions/sprains (n = 225/271, 83.3%; Table
A2.27) occurred during training. Most of the soft tissue injuries did not report the timing of
injury (n = 97/107, 90.7%; Table A2.28), with training accounting for 6.5% (n = 7/107) of
reported injuries and matches/tournaments accounting for 2.8% (n = 3/107). The highest
proportion of joint injuries (n = 15/28, 53.6%; Table A2.26), all of the neurovascular injuries (n
= 3/3, 100%; Table A2.29) and most of the chronic injuries (n = 19/21, 90.5%; Table A2.30) did
not report timing of injury.
2.4

Discussion

The distribution and categorization of injury in sport is an integral step in determining what
measures can be taken to mitigate injury. If trauma is considered as a disease, injury prevention
is a more viable and cost-effective solution than injury treatment. Injury categorization allows
intervention to be undertaken at appropriate steps, and more importantly allows appropriate
interventions that serve to adequately address the issue at hand. Given that hand and wrist
injuries constitute the second highest overall reported type of injury in combat athletes following
head trauma, accurate categorization and description of hand/wrist injuries in these athletes
should allow us to design appropriate interventions in this rapidly expanding sport.(21, 109, 110)
Sports that employ only striking (i.e., boxing) had the highest overall proportion of fractures at
the fingers, including the phalanges and the metacarpals. This trend was mirrored in other high
intensity striking sports, such as karate, Muay Thai and krav maga, but was not found in sports
that either employ only throws (i.e., jiu jitsu) or employ a lower overall frequency of closed fist
strikes (i.e., judo, MMA, taekwondo and kickboxing). Unsurprisingly, in krav maga (which does
not traditionally use any hand protection) there was a wide distribution of fractures throughout
the entire hand and wrist. Joint injuries were also most common in striking sports, highest once
again in boxers and specifically highest at the finger CMC joints. This finding is not surprising
since the biomechanics of a closed fist punch transmits force from the metacarpals to the CMC
joints and carpal bones. Boxers also had the highest rate of extensor hood rupture and overall
chronic injuries, again most likely related to repetitive and continuous impact over the finger
MCP joints. This contrasts with sports that have a lower intensity of striking or employ throws,
where these types of injuries are nearly non-existent.
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Additionally, the injury breakdown demonstrates that a significantly higher proportion of hand
and wrist injuries are documented during training rather than during matches/tournaments. This
correlates with the anticipated number of hours a combat athlete spends in training versus time
spent in matches and tournaments. Taken together, this implies that interventions aimed at
preventing hand and wrist injury should be implemented during training rather than solely during
matches.
This systematic review is one of the largest and most specific to hand and wrist injuries in a wide
variety of combat sports, however it is by no means comprehensive due to the rigid
inclusion/exclusion criteria that were applied. Most papers addressing these types of injuries in
combat athletes are individual case reports and case series. These papers therefore lack an
accurate representation of injuries per training hours or matches/tournaments participated in,
and/or the number of total screened athletes and thereby affects the strength of our conclusions.
This also prevents an accurate calculation of the overall incidence and prevalence of injury. One
single paper on krav maga constituted a large portion of documented injuries (28), which may
have biased proportion calculations and trends. Regardless of these limitations, certain
generalizations and trends come to light about the nature of injuries in the subcategories that
were explored given the detailed breakdown provided above.
Taken together, these findings imply that the amount of force applied to the closed fist in striking
sports is not only substantial, but also likely cumulative. Therefore, intervention aimed at injury
prevention at the MCP/phalanx-impact surface interface, which can potentially mitigate acute
and cumulative chronic injuries, would be of substantial benefit in these athletes.
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Chapter 3.

Sensor validation

Eva M. Gusnowski, Gregory W. Spangenberg, Daniel Langohr, Kenneth Faber and Ruby
Grewal
3.1

Introduction

To directly quantify the amount of force experienced at the MCP/phalanx interface with a hand
wrap, we developed an innovative method of force and impact measurement using a
commercially available load cell. In order to ensure the load cell would provide measurements
and information as expected, we validated the sensor in a dynamic striking scenario against a
pre-calibrated external load cell. The following section describes the method and results of the
sensor validation.
3.2

Materials and methods

3.2.1

Force measurements during striking

A single pressure sensor with a 1000 N maximum capacitance and 500 Hz detection was
attached to an aluminum panel mounted between two angle iron sections and an aluminum
mounting fixture which was leaned against a concrete wall (Figure 3.1). A commercially
available square striking pad with an ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) interior (Wesing, Fujian,
China) measuring 25.0 cm by 25.0 cm by 4.0 cm and weighing 0.200 kilograms (kg) was
attached to a piece of solid pine with a central cut-out to permit attachment to the load cell
mounting post. This was secured over the pressure sensor to allow direct striking by a single
athlete (Figure 3.1). Foam density was not provided by the manufacturer but is estimated at 80
kg/m3 based on reported weight and dimensions.
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Figure 3.1. Mounted pressure sensor and striking pad used in sensor validation. A. Front
and B. lateral views of mounted pressure sensor. C. Striking pad placement over mounted
sensor.

Two commercially available sensors were used for comparative force measurements. The novel
loadpad™ sensor (model GmbH HwRev2, firmware version SwRev3.1.7.Ca.Ca3, novel.de) is a
load cell sensor that measures the force between two objects via measurement of sensor
deformation and strain which is converted into an electronic signal and measurement of total
force. The sensor measures 10 cm x 5 cm with an attached Bluetooth transmitter (Figure 3.2)
and a detection capacity of 100 Hz. Based on previous studies of contact time between the glove
and bag during punching of approximately 25 milliseconds (equivalent to 50 Hz), the capture
rate of this sensor reaches the minimum requirement as directed by the Nyquist principal. The
sensor was pre-calibrated by novel.de prior to use in this study. The novel loadpad resolution
was set at 2.5 N, with a maximum force of 625 N captured at this resolution.(111) Any force
detected above this maximum value is dynamically adapted to a higher temporary resolution
(resolution = measured force x 0.004) by the software program. Final values were automatically
rounded to the nearest 2.5 N and measured every 5 milliseconds. The StrikeTec™ sensor is a
commercially available accelerometer that is calibrated for striking during combat sports (Figure
3.2). These sensors provide information about forward force and therefore indirectly measure
effort (or force) through acceleration, taking into account some assumptions about the
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characteristics of the body in motion. Both sensors have wireless Bluetooth technology and have
validated smart phone mobile applications for use with Apple (loadsol™ iOS version 1.4.94,
novel.de) or Android (StrikeTec Mobile App™ version 1.4.8, Elliott Fight Dynamics, LLC).

Figure 3.2. Sensors used in this study for impact load (novel loadpad) and forward effort
(StrikeTec). A. Novel loadpad sensor (red) measuring 10 cm by 5 cm by 4 mm with a nonsensing extension and Bluetooth transmitter (blue and white). B. StrikeTec sensor
measuring 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm by 1 cm.

A single combat athlete participated in the sensor validation. The athlete was a right-hand
dominant 59.1 kg female with 6 years of kickboxing/boxing/combat sport experience. The novel
loadpad sensor was placed directly over the index through small finger MCP joints and proximal
phalanges of the right hand, aligned ulnarly with the small finger PIP joint, and secured with a
single layer of 10.16 cm self-adherent wrap. (Figure 3.3). The StrikeTec sensor was placed
directly overlying the dorsum of the distal radius, just proximal to Lister’s tubercle and was also
secured with a single layer of 10.16 cm self-adherent wrap.
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Figure 3.3. Left hand of an athlete demonstrating placement of novel loadpad and
StrikeTec sensors held with self-adhesive wrap before striking protocol. A. Dorsal side of
hand with outlines delineating novel loadpad and StrikeTec sensors under the self-adhesive
wrap. B. Palmar side of hand with free extension and Bluetooth transmitter of the novel
loadpad.

A 180 inch (457.2 cm) linear wrap (Guerrero model wraps; 70% poly-viscose/30% nylon; Rival
Boxing, Montreal, Quebec, Canada; Figure 3.4) was then applied to the right hand in a
standardized fashion: the wrap is anchored at the wrist with 3 revolutions, sequentially wrapped
between the second through fourth finger web spaces, wrapped around the MCPs/metacarpals
with 3 revolutions, then finally wrapped around the thumb/ulnar hand and secured at the wrist
(Figure 3.5). The novel loadpad sensor was zeroed after wrapping but prior to all punches being
thrown. Ten right-hand crosses were then thrown onto the center of the striking pad/sensor. A
standard 16-ounce boxing glove (Cleto Reyes Boxing, Mexico City, Mexico) was then placed
onto the right hand, and the novel loadpad sensor again was zeroed (Figure 3.6). Ten right-hand
crosses were then thrown onto the center of the striking pad/sensor with the glove.
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Figure 3.4. Left hand demonstrating final wrapping of the 180-inch (457.2 cm) Guerrero
style Rival linear wraps. A. Dorsal side of hand. B. Radial side of hand. C. Palmar side of
hand.

Figure 3.5. Left hand of an athlete demonstrating placement of linear wraps over sensors.
A. Dorsal side of hand. B. Radial side of hand. C. Palmar side of hand.
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Figure 3.6. Left hand of an athlete demonstrating placement of boxing glove over linear
wraps and sensors. A. Dorsal side of glove. B. Radial side of glove. C. Palmar side of glove.

Figure 3.7. Left hand demonstrating modification to palmar side of gel wraps. Note that
the only material over the striking surface is the gel portion of the wrap, with no additional
material added over this area. A. Dorsal side of wrap. B. Radial side of wrap. C. Palmar
side of wrap.
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The glove and linear wrap were then removed and a 150-inch (381 cm) version of the Rival Gel
Wrap (8 mm gel insert within neoprene glove with 125 cm Mexican wrap attachment; Rival
Boxing, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) was then applied over the novel loadpad and StrikeTec
sensors. The Rival Gel Wraps were modified on the palmar side to allow accommodation of the
novel loadpad sensor (Figure 3.7), but the gel portion of the wrap was not modified. The wrap
was placed over the novel loadpad sensor, with no additional circumferential wraps placed over
the gel portion. The novel loadpad sensor was zeroed after wrapping, prior to all punches being
thrown. Again, ten right-hand crosses were thrown onto the center of the striking pad/sensor and
repeated with the 16-ounce boxing glove as above.
Following each striking protocol, the gloves and wraps were removed to allow inspection of the
position of the sensors to ensure there was no change in position (Figure 3.8). Any change in
position of the sensor was considered sufficient reason to exclude the series of strikes. No
change in position was noted during the above striking protocol and all strikes were considered
usable data in the analysis.
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Figure 3.8. Left hand of an athlete demonstrating maintenance of placement of novel
loadpad and StrikeTec sensors held with self-adhesive wrap after completing striking
protocol. A. Dorsal side of hand. B. Palmar side of hand.

3.2.2

Data export and analysis

The loadsol application for iOS was used to capture all force measurements from the novel
loadpad sensor. Graphic data was manually inspected in the loadsol application to identify
maximum force peaks corresponding to strikes (Figure 3.9). Numeric striking data including
time stamps and force values was exported into text files where an open-source algorithm was
used to account for background drift of the novel loadpad sensor (Figure 3.10).(112) All
previously identified strike peaks were then manually identified in the drift-adjusted files and the
adjusted force values were recorded and imported into Microsoft Excel for subsequent analysis.
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Figure 3.9. Graphic representation of a strike peak in the loadsol iOS application.

Figure 3.10. Graphic representation of strike peaks after drift correction applied to force
values in a representative athlete.
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The StrikeTec measurements were recorded in the StrikeTec mobile application and transferred
to Microsoft Excel for analysis. The force measurement output of pound-force (lbF) was
converted to Newtons (1 lbF = 4.448 N).
The mean and standard deviation for each subtype was calculated and used for analysis. A
Cronbach’s alpha score was used to compare paired force values between the various sensors
during strikes. An unpaired two-tailed t-test assuming unequal variances was used for
comparison. Significance was defined as a p-value of 0.05.
3.3

Results

The protocol was performed using 4 scenarios to determine the relative accuracy of the novel
loadpad and StrikeTec sensors compared to the pre-validated Instron load cell during a dynamic
striking event. A total of n = 10 strikes were thrown for each of the linear wrap, linear wrap +
glove and gel wrap + glove scenarios and n = 11 strikes for the gel wrap scenario. Mean forces
for the novel loadpad, StrikeTec sensor and Instron load cell are shown in Table 3.1. Cronbach’s
alpha scores for the paired measurements were calculated and all measured at 0.75 or greater,
demonstrating good to excellent agreement between the sensors. The StrikeTec sensors
demonstrated the highest overall reported force in all 4 scenarios, followed by the external load
cell and finally by the novel loadpad. The mean difference between the Instron load cell and the
other two sensors are presented in Table 3.1. The use of boxing gloves resulted in a decrease in
the amount of force detected by the novel loadpad compared to wraps alone regardless of which
type of wrap was used.
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Table 3.1. Difference in mean force for hand load impact (Novel), effort (StrikeTec) and
validated load cell (Instron). Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation
(SD).

Statistical comparison of the mean force values measured by the three sensors demonstrated no
statistically significant difference except for a comparison of the StrikeTec sensors between the
linear wrap (mean = 839.9 N) and gel wrap (mean = 953.1 N) striking protocol (p = 0.0214;
Table 3.2). Despite this statistically significant increase in measured effort in the gel wrap
subgroup compared to the linear wrap subgroup, no significant difference was found by the
novel loadpad in the gel wrap subgroup (mean = 617.3 N) versus the linear wrap subgroup (mean
= 563.3 N).

Table 3.2. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec), hand load impact (Novel)
and validated load cell (Instron). Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard
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deviation (SD). (^) indicates the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus
linear wraps. (*) indicates statistical significance at a = 0.05.

3.4

Discussion

Previous studies of protective gear in combat athletes have largely investigated the amount of
forward force and/or impact load that can be generated against an opponent. The ease of
measurement in these studies allows the use of external load cells for all measurements and can
largely ignore the amount of force that is experienced by the hand and wrist. The application of
a load cell at the MCP/phalanx wrap interface is a novel concept in force measurement to
investigate the amount of force transmitted to the athlete’s hand and wrist. Additionally, subtle
changes in the position and therefore biomechanics of the hand/wrist during striking in real life
scenarios will affect the forces experienced by the hand compared to testing with a static model.
Accurate force testing in combat athletes in an active setting is integral to understanding
experienced force dynamics and designs for protective gear.
The use of a load cell is commonly used in force measurements, and the novel loadpad force
sensor has been used in previous studies to investigate the amount of force between two
objects.(113) The novel loadpad sensor and StrikeTec wrist accelerometers are provided precalibrated and subsequent sensor calibration was not required. Herein we have tested the novel
loadpad and StrikeTec sensors against a pre-validated and calibrated external load cell to
compare its overall efficacy in force experienced at the hand/wrap interface.
The highest level of force in this validation study was detected by the StrikeTec accelerometers
as compared to the external load cell and the novel loadpad. As this study used wraps +/- gloves
as well as a striking pad between the Instron and novel loadpad as a protective measure against
athlete injury, this finding is not unanticipated. If the degree of impact on the front and back
surfaces of the striking pad are assumed to be equivalent,(114) the remaining force difference is
assumed to be from energy absorption by the hand wraps, as the novel loadpad sensor was not
altered or changed during the protocol. The difference in force detected by the Instron load cell
and novel loadpad with only wraps used, which would most closely replicate a bare-knuckle
punch, revealed an overall mean difference of 130.9 N (standard deviation 74.6) in the linear
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wraps and 63.6 N (standard deviation 93.1) in the gel wraps. This resulted in an overall
difference of 18.9% (563.3 N/694.2 N) with the linear wraps and 9.1% (617.3 N/680.9 N) with
the gel wraps. Again, given the presence of the protective elements used and likely small
differences in the accuracy of strikes directly centered over the Instron load cell, this
demonstrates that the use of the novel loadpad is of sufficient capacity to detect the force impact
at the MCP/phalanx and wrap interface.
There have been investigations of various types of gloves and their overall effect on impact
force, however these studies focused on forward impact/force rather than retrograde force
transmitted to the hand and wrist. In a study looking at traditional fingerless MMA gloves (4
ounce) versus enclosed boxing gloves (16 ounce), the authors demonstrated that damping of
forward force increases with increasing size and weight of gloves, likely owing to the increased
thickness of foam required to achieve a higher weight.(115) However, in a study investigating
different brands and sizes of boxing gloves, the largest difference in damping was observed with
the composition of the glove padding rather than the ultimate size and weight, although lighter
gloves of a given composition performed more poorly than their higher weight counterparts.
(116) In keeping with this damping property of protective gear, our results demonstrated a
dramatic reduction of force detected at the hand-wrap interface when gloves were worn. The
mean differences between the novel loadpad and Instron load cell increased up to 442.8 N with
the use of a glove and linear wraps (compared to 130.9 N with linear wraps alone) and 464.1 N
with the use of a glove and gel wraps (compared to 63.6 N with gel wraps alone).
Overall, these results demonstrate that the novel loadpad can feasibly be used in further testing
for force measurements at the hand/wrap interface. Additionally, herein it is also demonstrated
that the use of gloves dramatically decreases the retrograde force experienced at the hand and is
an important element of combat athlete protection.
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Chapter 4.

Force analysis in combat athletes

Eva M. Gusnowski, Gregory W. Spangenberg, Daniel Langohr, Kenneth Faber and Ruby
Grewal
4.1

Introduction

Hand protection is an integral part in the prevention of hand and wrist injury in combat athletes.
Although many different types of boxing gloves have been tested to look at forward force
generation and energy dissipation, no studies to date have looked at the protective capacity of
different types of hand wraps for the combat athlete. Herein we will look at the relative energy
absorption by two different types of commercially available hand wraps in a dynamic setting.
4.2

Materials and methods

4.2.1

Recruitment

Combat athletes were recruited for participation in this study by placement of recruitment posters
in a local boxing gym (Bushido Boxing, London, Ontario, Canada; United Boxing Club,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) where the study was to be performed (Appendix B). Participants
were recruited on a volunteer basis that was initiated by the athlete, and active recruitment was
not performed. Written informed consent was obtained by one of the researchers (E.M.G.).
Athletes were eligible for the study if they were 18 years of age or older, were able to complete
an English questionnaire and provide informed consent to participate. Exclusion criteria
included acute or subacute (< 3 months) upper extremity injury or inability to provide consent.
All experience levels were included in the study. Patient demographics were collected, including
age, sex, handedness/boxing stance, previous hand/wrist injury and experience level.
4.2.2

Study Design

This study was performed as a prospective cross over study with all athletes participating in both
subgroups, wherein all athlete measurements were compared between their own subgroups for
the analysis. The athletes were brought to the gym on two separate days to perform the strikes to
prevent a fatigue bias between the two types of wraps. Athletes were randomized to complete
either the linear hand wraps or gel hand wraps on day 1 versus day 2 using an online random
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number generator.(117) The order of the six standard punches was also randomized on day 1,
and the same pattern was completed on day 2.
4.2.3

Sensor placement and wrap application

Two commercially available sensors were used for comparative force measurements as described
in section 3.2.1 (novel loadpad sensor and loadsol mobile application, novel.de; StrikeTec
sensors and StrikeTec mobile application, StrikeTec). Placement and alignment of the novel
loadpad sensor over the MCP joints/proximal phalanges and StrikeTec sensors over the wrist
dorsum as well as securing of the sensors with self-adhesive wrap was also performed as
previously described (Section 3.2.1; Figure 3.3)
Linear wraps: Following sensor placement, a 180-inch (457.2 cm) Guerrero wrap (70% polyviscose/30% nylon; Rival Boxing, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) was then applied to the hand in a
standardized fashion: the wrap is anchored at the wrist with 3 revolutions, sequentially wrapped
between the second, third and fourth finger web spaces, wrapped around the MCPs/metacarpals
with 3 revolutions, then finally wrapped around the thumb/ulnar hand and secured at the wrist
(Figure 3.4). A standard 16-ounce boxing glove (Cleto Reyes Boxing, Mexico City, Mexico)
was then placed onto the right hand, and the novel loadpad sensor was zeroed.
Gel wraps: Following sensor placement, a 150-inch (381 cm) Rival Gel Wrap (8 mm thick solid
gel with an attached 381 cm Mexican style linear wrap; Rival Boxing, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada) was then applied over the novel loadpad and StrikeTec sensors. The Rival Gel Wraps
were modified on the palmar side to allow accommodation of the novel loadpad sensor (Figure
3.7) but the gel portion of the wrap was not modified. The gel portion of the wrap was placed
over the novel loadpad sensor, with no additional circumferential wraps placed over the gel
portion or novel loadpad. The novel loadpad sensor was then zeroed after wrapping, prior to all
punches being thrown. A standard 16-ounce boxing glove (Cleto Reyes Boxing, Mexico City,
Mexico) was then placed onto the hand, and the novel loadpad sensor was zeroed. All
participants used the same gloves for the analysis and threw strikes on an 18-inch (45.72 cm)
AquaBag Training Bag, filled to a total weight of 45.8 kg (AquaBag, Gloversville, New York,
USA) to maintain consistency. Bag height was adjusted to athlete preference before each
session.
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4.2.4

Force measurements

After the sensor and randomized hand wrap was applied to the appropriate hand for testing and
the sensor zeroed, the athletes performed a 3-minute shadow boxing warm up. Following the
warmup, the athlete was guided through the randomized order of punches and instructed to
perform the strikes as they would during a normal training session. Each punch was thrown for
30 seconds of effort followed by 30 seconds of rest and the cycle was repeated 4 times.
Following cycle completion, the wrap was removed and the sensor was inspected to ensure there
was no change in position during the striking protocol. The sensors, wrap and glove were then
switched to the contralateral hand and the protocol as outlined above was repeated.
4.2.5

Data export and analysis

Data export, localization of peak forces and drift adjustment was performed by the standardized
protocol described in section 3.2.2. All means were compared by a two-tailed t-test assuming
unequal variances. Significance was defined at p = 0.05.
4.3

Results

4.3.1

Athlete recruitment

A total of 14 athletes were recruited for initial participation in this study (Figure 4.1). Two
athletes were unable to complete the second day of testing due to COVID-19 pandemic
restrictions. Two athletes completed both sessions but data output was corrupted and could not
be retrieved for analysis. Novel loadpad sensor malfunction prevented 4 athletes from
completing their second day of testing. A total of 6 combat athletes completed both days of
strike testing for data analysis.
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Figure 4.1 Flow diagram of athletes recruited and reasons for exclusion from testing.

4.3.2

Athlete demographics

Six combat athletes completed both days of the striking protocol of this study, with
demographics as shown in Table 4.1 below. The athlete participants included 4 males, 1 female
and 1 transfemale, with an average age of 31.2 years (range 20 to 40 years). Five of the athletes
identified boxing as their main sport of choice, and 1 athlete participated primarily in Muay Thai.
The athletes had a broad range of experience, with an average of 76.5 months (range 5 to 177
months). Four of the participants identified as recreational athletes, whereas 2 had participated
in amateur fights/tournaments. All athletes used a standard orthodox stance (left hand/foot
leading). Two of the athletes (Athlete B and Athlete D) disclosed remote upper extremity
injuries. Height and weight were self-reported by the athletes in inches/pounds and converted to
standardized metric measurements. Weight categories are provided as per the most recent
published standardized competitive weight divisions from Boxing Canada.(118)
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Table 4.1. Demographics of athletes that completed both days of strike testing.

4.3.3

Athlete number randomizations

Table 4.2 demonstrates the randomized order of wraps, hand and strikes that each of the 6
athletes completed. Despite computer randomization, all athletes that completed the protocol
performed the striking regimen using the gel wraps on the first day of testing and the linear
wraps on the second day.
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Table 4.2. Randomization parameters for athletes that completed both days of testing.

4.3.4

Athlete force measurements

The results for each individual athlete that completed both days of the testing protocol are
provided in sections 4.3.4A through 4.3.4F below.
4.3.4A Athlete A
Athlete A was a 34-year-old female with 55 months of recreational boxing experience, orthodox
stance, and a self-reported weight of 59.5 kg (Table 4.1). Athlete A had a statistically significant
higher value of measured forward effort for the gel hand wraps in the jab, lead hook and lead
uppercut strikes (p < 0.0001 for all three strikes), and for the linear wraps in the cross, rear hook
and rear uppercut strikes (p < 0.001 for all three strikes; Table 4.3). A statistically significantly
higher force was measured by the novel loadpad in all strikes, with higher measurements found
for the linear wraps (p < 0.01 for all measurements). The lowest absolute difference in impact
was measured between the gel and linear wraps in the rear hook and rear uppercut strikes (Table
4.3, Figure 4.2). The mean force for each individual 30 second round is demonstrated in Tables
4.4 and 4.5 and presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
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Table 4.3. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for
Athlete A. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (SD). (^) indicates
the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus linear wraps. (*) indicates
statistical significance at p = 0.05.

Figure 4.2. Mean overall force comparisons for impact (Novel) and effort (StrikeTec) for
Athlete A. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (error bars).
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Table 4.4. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete A
wearing linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N)
and standard deviation (SD).
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Table 4.5. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete A
wearing gel hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4.3. Mean force comparisons for impact (Novel) for Athlete A wearing gel or linear
hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard
deviation (error bars).
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Figure 4.4. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) for Athlete A wearing gel or
linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (error bars).

4.3.4B Athlete B
Athlete B was a 26-year-old male with 42 months of recreational boxing experience, orthodox
stance, and a self-reported weight of 83.2 kg (Table 4.1). Athlete B had a statistically significant
higher value of measured forward effort for the linear hand wraps in the jab (p = 0.038), lead
hook (p < 0.0001) and lead uppercut strikes (p = 0.0002; Table 4.6). The sensors did not record
values for the right hand, presented as an “X” in Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. A statistically
significantly higher average force was measured by the novel loadpad for the jab with respect to
the linear wraps (p < 0.0001; Table 4.6, Figure 4.5). A higher overall value was noted for the
linear wraps with the lead hook and lead uppercut but this failed to achieve statistical
significance (p = 0.2763 and p = 0.2305, respectively). Given that a statistically significant
increase in effort was seen with the linear wraps in all strikes, no definitive conclusions can be
made with respect to the higher forces measured by the novel loadpad with the linear wraps. The
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mean force for each individual 30 second round is demonstrated in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 and
presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

Table 4.6. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for
Athlete B. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (SD). (^) indicates
the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus linear wraps. (*) indicates
statistical significance at p = 0.05. (X) indicates rounds where data was missing or unable to
be collected.
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Figure 4.5. Mean overall force comparisons for impact (Novel) and effort (StrikeTec) for
Athlete B. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (error bars).
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Table 4.7. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete B
wearing linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N)
and standard deviation (SD). (X) indicates rounds where data was missing or unable to be
collected.
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Table 4.8. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete B
wearing gel hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (SD). (X) indicates rounds where data was missing or unable to be
collected.
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Figure 4.6. Mean force comparisons for impact (Novel) for Athlete B wearing gel or linear
hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard
deviation (error bars).
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Figure 4.7. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) for Athlete B wearing gel or
linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (error bars).

4.3.4C Athlete C
Athlete C was a 20-year-old male with 120 months of recreational/amateur boxing experience,
orthodox stance, and a self-reported weight 63.6 kg (Table 4.1). Athlete C had a statistically
significant higher value of measured forward effort for the gel hand wraps in the lead hook and
for the linear wraps in the cross, rear hook and rear uppercut strikes (p < 0.001 for all four
strikes; Table 4.9). No statistically significant difference in forward effort was found for the jab
or lead uppercut (p = 0.0641 and p = 0.1555, respectively). A statistically significantly higher
force was measured by the novel loadpad in all strikes, with higher measurements found for the
linear wraps (p < 0.0001 for all comparisons). The mean force for each individual 30 second
round is demonstrated in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 and presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.
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Table 4.9. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for
Athlete C. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (SD). (^) indicates
the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus linear wraps. (*) indicates
statistical significance at p = 0.05.

Figure 4.8. Mean overall force comparisons for impact (Novel) and effort (StrikeTec) for
Athlete C. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (error bars).
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Table 4.10. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete C
wearing linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N)
and standard deviation (SD).
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Table 4.11. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete C
wearing gel hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4.9. Mean force comparisons for impact (Novel) for Athlete C wearing gel or linear
hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard
deviation (error bars).
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Figure 4.10. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) for Athlete C wearing gel or
linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (error bars).

4.3.4D Athlete D
Athlete D was a 27-year-old male with 5 months of recreational boxing experience, orthodox
stance, and a self-reported weight 95.5 kg (Table 4.1). Athlete D had a statistically significant
higher value of measured forward effort for the gel hand wraps in the jab, rear hook and rear
uppercut (p < 0.002 for all strikes), and no significant difference found for any of the other
strikes (Table 4.12). A statistically significantly higher force was measured by the novel loadpad
in all strikes, with higher measurements found for the linear wraps (p < 0.0001 for all
measurements). The mean force for each individual 30 second round is demonstrated in Tables
4.13 and 4.14 and presented in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
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Table 4.12. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for
Athlete D. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (SD). (^)
indicates the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus linear wraps. (*)
indicates statistical significance at p = 0.05.

Figure 4.11. Mean overall force comparisons for impact (Novel) and effort (StrikeTec) for
Athlete D. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (error bars).
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Table 4.13. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete D
wearing linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N)
and standard deviation (SD).
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Table 4.14. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete D
wearing gel hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4.12. Mean force comparisons for impact (Novel) for Athlete D wearing gel or linear
hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard
deviation (error bars).
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Figure 4.13. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) for Athlete D wearing gel or
linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (error bars).

4.3.4E Athlete E
Athlete E was a 40-year-old transfemale with 60 months of recreational boxing experience,
orthodox stance, and a self-reported weight 101.4 kg (Table 4.1). Athlete E had a statistically
significant higher value of measured forward effort for the gel hand wraps in the jab, lead hook,
and lead uppercut strikes (p < 0.01 for all strikes), and for the linear wraps in the rear uppercut
strike (p = 0.0415; Table 4.15). No statistically significant difference in forward effort was
found for the cross (p = 0.1692) or rear hook (p = 0.9056). A statistically significantly higher
force was measured by the novel loadpad in all strikes, with higher measurements found for the
linear wraps (p < 0.0001 for all measurements). The mean force for each individual 30 second
round is demonstrated in Tables 4.16 and 4.17 and presented in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
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Table 4.15. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for
Athlete E. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (SD). (^) indicates
the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus linear wraps. (*) indicates
statistical significance at p = 0.05.

Figure 4.14. Mean overall force comparisons for impact (Novel) and effort (StrikeTec) for
Athlete E. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (error bars).
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Table 4.16. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete E
wearing linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N)
and standard deviation (SD).
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Table 4.17. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete E
wearing gel hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (SD). (X) indicates rounds where data was missing or unable to be
collected.
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Figure 4.15. Mean force comparisons for impact (Novel) for Athlete E wearing gel or linear
hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard
deviation (error bars).
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Figure 4.16. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) for Athlete E wearing gel or
linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (error bars).

4.3.4F Athlete F
Athlete F was a 40-year-old male with 177 months of recreational/amateur Muay Thai
experience, orthodox stance, and a self-reported weight 72.7 kg (Table 4.1). Athlete F had a
statistically significant higher value of measured forward effort for the gel hand wraps in the
cross strike, and for the linear wraps in the lead hook and lead uppercut strikes (p < 0.001 for all
three strikes; Table 4.18). No statistically significant difference in forward effort was found for
the jab, rear hook or rear uppercut. A statistically significantly higher force was measured by the
novel loadpad in all strikes (p < 0.0001) except for the lead hook, with higher measurements
found for the linear wraps. Despite not achieving statistical significance (p – 0.382), the lead
hook also had a higher measured impact force for the linear wraps, although the absolute
difference was small (51.3 N). The mean force for each individual 30 second round is
demonstrated in Tables 4.19 and 4.20 and presented in Figures 4.18 and 4.19.
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Table 4.18. Mean overall force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for
Athlete F. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (SD). (^) indicates
the higher mean for the StrikeTec force for the gel versus linear wraps. (*) indicates
statistical significance at p = 0.05.

Figure 4.17. Mean overall force comparisons for impact (Novel) and effort (StrikeTec) for
Athlete F. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard deviation (error bars).
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Table 4.19. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete F
wearing linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N)
and standard deviation (SD). (X) indicates rounds where data was missing or unable to be
collected.
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Table 4.20. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) and impact (Novel) for Athlete F
wearing gel hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are given in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4.18. Mean force comparisons for impact (Novel) for Athlete F wearing gel or linear
hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and standard
deviation (error bars).
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Figure 4.19. Mean force comparisons for effort (StrikeTec) for Athlete F wearing gel or
linear hand wraps per 30 second round. Values are presented in mean Newtons (N) and
standard deviation (error bars).

4.4

Discussion

The investigations of protective gear in combat athletes have largely investigated the amount of
forward force and/or impact load that can be generated against an opponent. This is an
understandable safety measure as during competitions and sanctioned fights, the potential for
significant head and neck injury can have fatal consequences. However, for most combat sport
athletes who do not participate in matches, competition or sparring, the focus of injury
prevention is better targeted at the level of the hand and wrist as this will affect change at all
levels of experience and participation.
The use of static load cells to measure forward force generation by combat athletes provides an
easy mechanism for measurements. The ability to measure retrograde forces experienced by the
hand and wrist is a much more complex and difficult task. Additionally, the movements of the
hand during striking can significantly alter the effects of how force is transmitted to the hand and
wrist. Static testing using stiff models is therefore insufficient to allow adequate force
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measurements. Using the verified novel loadpad sensor herein we have developed a technique
and protocol to measure retrograde force experienced by the hand and wrist in a realistic and
dynamic striking setting.
In all measurements performed in the 6 combat athletes involved in this study, the novel loadpad
detected a higher level of force at the hand/wrap interface while the athlete was wearing the
linear wraps compared to the gel wraps. In the scenarios where effort level (as measured by the
StrikeTec accelerometers) was statistically significantly higher in the linear wraps, no definitive
conclusions can be drawn as to the degree of energy absorption of the different types of hand
wraps. However, given that the force load with the linear wraps was consistently higher in all
athletes, this leads to the conclusion that the linear wraps are less efficient at energy absorption at
the hand/wrap interface compared to the gel wraps. Additionally, if the potential error rate is
assumed to be near a maximum of 18.9% for the linear wraps and 9.1% for the gel wraps as seen
in the sensor validation results in Chapter 3, nearly all of the above differences between the
means remains substantially different. In circumstances where there was no significant
difference between the two wrap subtypes, this may be due to improper technique wherein the
glove strikes the bag along the palmar portion of the glove and distal phalanges rather than
perpendicular over the proximal phalanges and MCP joints.
Although the small number of athletes precludes any statistical analysis, some other
generalizable trends were noted in the datasets presented above. It was noted that the athletes
with the higher experience level (Athletes C, E and F) had the highest differences between the
linear and gel wraps detected by the novel loadpad, but not necessarily the highest level of
measured forward effort on the StrikeTec accelerometers. This trend echoes previous studies
looking at forward velocity and subsequent bag momentum or effective mass during striking by
athletes of various skill levels.(45, 119) Results in these studies demonstrated that
skill/experience level did not result in a difference in forward velocity during striking, but
athletes of a higher skill level were better able to impart momentum to a heavy bag or target,
most likely due to improved technique.
Additionally of interest is the finding that during progressive rounds, a sequential increase in the
impact forces was noted with the linear but not the gel wraps in the athletes. This occurred
despite no apparent increase in overall forward effort. This trend could be due to 1) cumulative
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compression of the glove padding and/or 2) subtle tightening or loosening of the linear wraps
over consecutive strikes. A study performed by Smith (1987) looked at force transmission
during a series of consecutive strikes with boxing gloves and found that after 50 consecutive
strikes the force impact rose by 118%.(120) Although the contents of boxing glove padding has
changed since this publication, a more recent study by Lee et al. (2014) also demonstrated an
increase in force during the early phases of consecutive strikes with boxing gloves.(115) It is
reasonable to assume that the compression of the boxing glove padding could also result in an
increase in the forces at the hand/wrap interface. However, as this trend was not noted with the
use of the gel wraps, the major contributing factor is more likely related to the linear wraps rather
than to the gloves.
Limitations to this study are related to the equipment that was used, as the findings are therefore
limited to this specific equipment. Only one type of gel wrap, linear wrap and boxing glove
were used in this study, and there is a wide variety of commercially available wraps and gloves
that vary in composition. Additionally, an Aquabag was chosen for measurements as the
teardrop shape allows for easier perpendicular impact for all 6 strikes, but in theory limits the
findings to this specific heavy bag which has different elastic and deformation characteristics
than a traditional cylindrical heavy bag. However, given the level of difference seen in our
measurements between the two wrap subtypes, this theoretical limitation based on impact surface
is unlikely to have a real-life effect. Limitations secondary to the load cell used may also have
had an influence on study measurements, as the novel loadpad is a cumulative load cell without
impact or pressure mapping. Impact surface area will therefore have an influence on gross force
measurements and anticipated force transmission to the hand and would most likely be related to
athlete technique. As all participants were compared to themselves, the assumption is that an
individual’s technique would not change between the wrap types and should therefore remain
directly comparable.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that the gel wraps provide improved force absorption
at the hand/wrap interface as compared to the linear wraps. This trend was observed regardless
of athlete weight class, age or sex, but is especially true of higher experience level. Although the
number of strikes for each individual athlete was high, the total number of athletes was low and
only generalizations can be made about sub-groups. This opens an avenue for future research to
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include more athletes in a similar study to further define these trends into usable
recommendations for hand protection in combat athletes.
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Chapter 5.

Paper survey

Eva M. Gusnowski, Daniel Langohr, Kenneth Faber and Ruby Grewal
5.1

Introduction

The use of protective gear in athletes has undergone significant evolution in many sports,
including combat athletes. However, regardless of the potential for injury, there are often either
knowledge gaps or unenforced rules and regulations about its regular use. Additionally, with the
significant amount of commercially available gear, the choices that athletes make can often be
based on familiarity and ease of use rather than on evidence-based and objective measures of
protection. The purpose of this survey was to determine the type of hand wraps that combat
athletes preferred to use before and after the striking study in Section 4 above.
5.2

Materials and methods

Prior to participation in the force analysis (Section 4), all participating athletes were asked to
complete a paper survey (Appendix C). The survey collected information on demographic data
(Table 4.1) as well as previous hand/wrist injury. Participants were also asked to choose their
preferred type of hand wrap before testing commenced. Athletes that completed the second day
of testing were asked to complete a final section regarding which hand wrap they believed
performed better at protecting their hands from impact, and which wrap they would use after
completing the study.
5.3

Results

Table 5.1 shows the results of the paper survey (refer to Table 4.1 for athlete demographics).
Only two of the athletes (Athlete B and Athlete D) had a history of a known remote upper
extremity injury. None of the athletes had an acute or subacute injury. All 6 of the athletes
routinely used linear wraps prior to participating in the study. After completing both days of the
study protocol, 5/6 (83.3%) of the athletes subjectively felt that the gel wraps performed better
during the study and provided better force absorption. One athlete (Athlete D) felt that the linear
wraps performed better during the study. Five of the six athletes (83.3%) stated that they would
prefer to continue to use linear wraps, and one athlete (1/6; 16.7%) stated that they would like to
use gel wraps following completion of the study protocol.
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Table 5.1. Pre- and post-testing survey results for preferred hand wrap in athletes that
completed both days of the study.

5.4

Discussion

An athlete’s choice of hand wrap is generally based on availability, comfort and experience.
This is influenced by coaches and trainers that will impart and perform a certain method of hand
wrapping on their athletes and students. The benefit of hand protection has been widely
demonstrated, and not only provides impact absorption but also stability to the hand and wrist
and improved fit within a glove.
Our results demonstrate that perceived performance does not necessarily dictate the continued
use of a product. This is in keeping with a review looking at athletes’ and coaches' perceptions,
recommendations and use of headgear for concussion prevention.(121) In this scoping review
the authors demonstrated that the majority of athletes and coaches believed that headgear was
important for concussion prevention, however few used it routinely unless it’s use was enforced
or absolutely required. All six athletes that completed the study protocol used linear wraps
before the study, with five athletes believing that the gel wraps provided better protection and
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performed better during the study. Despite this finding, four of these athletes stated that they
would continue to use linear wraps even though they felt they performed more poorly in the
study. This is likely because the linear wraps provide not only familiarity but also
customizability for padding and compression, whereas most gel wraps are available in only prefabricated sizes.
This study is limited by the small number of participants and no statistical analyses could be
reasonably performed. However, the data demonstrates a trend towards athletes continuing with
their original wrap choice. It would therefore be of benefit to perform further surveys in combat
athletes to determine the factors underlying their wrap choice to dictate future wrap designs that
provide ease of use, comfort and the highest level of protection.
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Chapter 6.
6.1

Innovation and future directions

Future studies

The benefits of hand protection have been demonstrated in a multitude of studies in combat
athletes. Hand protection not only prevents injury to an opponent, but also provides a significant
reduction in injuries to the athlete performing the strike. Several studies have looked into the
properties of various weights and composition of gloves, however, there have been no studies
looking at the differences and benefits of various types of hand wraps. This innovative study
provides a comparative baseline for the protective capabilities of two commonly used and
commercially available types of hand wraps.
Further studies looking at the impact force at the hand/wrap interface could improve and expand
upon the current study design. The use of a pressure sensor that provides a topographical map of
impact force and location would offer important information about the biomechanics of an
athlete’s punch in addition to overall force measurements. This technology could be used to test
innovative hand wrap designs as well as different methods of hand wrapping. Additionally,
traditional hand wraps for sanctioned competitions are comprised of a stiff gauze construct
which has undergone little evolution. Pressure sensors such as the one described could also
investigate the protective capabilities of these constructs and provide information on how to
better enhance injury prevention in the ring as well as the gym. Sensors that provide
topographical maps could also be applied to training, providing athletes with immediate
feedback during striking. This could be extended along the spectrum of athlete experience, from
recreational to professional, to aid in skill enhancement and the teaching of appropriate striking
biomechanics.
6.2

Hand wrap innovation and idealized design

No studies have investigated how hand wraps provide protection against injury during striking.
Two theorized aspects of hand wraps should be considered: 1) force absorption and dissipation
and 2) joint stability. Force absorption and dissipation is an important aspect of the hand wrap as
direct and repeated impact along the MCPs and proximal phalanges risks not only acute injury,
but also cumulative chronic injuries. This was demonstrated by the high volume of these injuries
reported in striking sports in the systematic review presented in Section 2. Joint stability is a
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difficult task given the multiple articulations and complex motions of the fingers, hand and wrist.
A hand wrap should provide sufficient stability to tension the deep transverse metacarpal
ligaments and partially immobilize the mobile ulnar hand while still allowing a fist to be made,
which by necessity requires some palmar deviation of the ring and small finger metacarpals.
Additionally, the carpal bones should be partially immobilized to maintain flexion/extension
neutrality and allow energy to be propagated along the forearm, but still allow some element of
ulnar and radial deviation and flexibility for combat athletes that participate in grappling,
wrestling and alternative striking. Important elements for an innovative hand wrap design should
therefore provide impact absorption as well as flexible stability to the hand and wrist.
With respect to force absorption, the material incorporated into the wrap should be cautiously
considered. High density materials tend to absorb more energy, but depending on the cellular
structure and other composition factors, the properties of the material will dictate whether it is
useful in an athletic setting. Many combat athletes have innovated ways to enhance padding
over the MCP joints, including multiple layers of material added over the MCPs/proximal
phalanges. Other commercially available wrap designs include the interposition of various
densities of foam rods into the wraps (Radius Wraps, Fumetsu Combat, Buckingham, England),
or attached to the end of traditional linear wraps (Knuckle Guards, BOXRAW, Coventry,
England). This, however, can make for increased bulk, making glove placement over the wraps
difficult and uncomfortable. Additionally, the compression of foam after only a minimal number
of strikes, as seen in gloves with foam padding,(119) may preclude its use as an ideal shock
absorber in a hand wrap setting. Section 4 above demonstrates that the gel material used in the
two tested wraps provides superior force absorption to a standardized linear wrap. The use of gel
material as an impact absorption element in an ideal hand wrap design would therefore
objectively enhance hand/wrist protection versus wrap material alone. This piece of gel could be
modelled to conform along the dorsal surface of the individual MCP and proximal phalanges
rather than existing as a single block. This would allow the inclusion of a wrap portion that
could then be comfortably wrapped between the web spaces to tension the deep transverse
metacarpal ligaments and wrap around the wrist to provide appropriate and customized joint
stability.
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6.3

Closing remarks

Most protective equipment for combat sports has not been adequately tested to support claims of
increased support and injury prevention. Herein we have described and conducted a study to
quantify the location and type of hand and wrist injuries sustained by combat athletes, and to
directly assess whether there is an identifiable difference between commercially available
protective hand gear for use in combat sports. The results presented can inform athletes with
evidence-based recommendations on effective hand protection. Additionally, this study has
provided a baseline and platform for future testing of innovative hand wrap designs. This will
allow us to provide maximum protection against potentially disabling hand and wrist injury in
combat sport athletes.
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Appendix A – Detailed injury breakdown from systematic review (Chapter 2)
SPORT
FRACTURE

Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

8
19
0
0
0

0
8
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

9
10
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

10
7
7
2
12

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3

0

0

0

9

0

3

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
2

0
0

0
0

Complex Salter Harris 2
phalanx fracture with
extensor tendon
entrapment

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

30

11

1

0

28

1

44

0

0

Finger phalanx
Finger metacarpal
Thumb phalanx
Thumb metacarpal
Scaphoid
Carpal bone (other than
scaphoid)
Distal radius
Ulnar styloid

Table A2.1 Detailed fracture breakdown based on sport subtype.
SPORT
JOINT INJURY
Finger DIP or PIP
dislocation

Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

Thumb CMC ligament
injury
DRUJ injury
Finger CMC instability
Finger CMC dislocation
STT dislocation
Thumb collateral
ligament injury

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0
13
2
1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

Complex multijoint
dislocation (PIP/DIP/CMC
of one finger)

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

18

1

1

0

0

1

5

1

1

Table A2.2. Detailed joint injury breakdown based on sport subtype.
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SPORT
CONTUSION/ SPRAIN

Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

Finger DIP, PIP, CMC or
phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

4

0

0

0

0

1

35

0

0

Thumb IP or phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

0

0

0

0

6

1

83

0

0

Hand/wrist
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

24

0

0

0

10

0

107

0

0

TOTAL

28

0

0

0

16

2

225

0

0

Table A2.3. Detailed contusion/sprain injury breakdown based on sport subtype.
SPORT
SOFT TISSUE
Extensor Hood rupture
Finger flexor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Finger extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Wrist flexor tendon
avulsion
Wrist extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
EPL rupture
EPB rupture (partial)
Ulnar wrist capsule
rupture
Laceration
TOTAL

Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

86

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

93

5

0

1

0

0

3

3

2

Table A2.4. Detailed soft tissue injury breakdown based on sport subtype.
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SPORT
NEUROVASCULAR

Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

Nerve
Vascular

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Nerve

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Vascular

0
0

2
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

FINGER

HAND

TOTAL

Table A2.5. Detailed neurovascular injury breakdown based on sport subtype.

SPORT
CHRONIC

Mixed
Taekwondo
Martial Arts

Boxing

Karate

Judo

Kickboxing

Muay Thai

Jiu jitsu

Krav maga

3
0
11

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chronic pain/swelling to
index finger MCP

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

17

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Scaphoid non-union
Scaphoid AVN
Carpal boss
Reactive periostitis
finger/MC
Knuckle pads
Scars to back of hand
Radial styloid stress
fracture
Ulnar digital nerve
fibrosis

Table A2.6. Detailed chronic repetitive impact injury breakdown based on sport subtype.
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EXPERIENCE
FRACTURE
Finger phalanx
Finger metacarpal
Thumb phalanx
Thumb metacarpal
Scaphoid
Carpal bone (other than
scaphoid)
Distal radius
Ulnar styloid

Elite or
Amateur or
Professional Recreational

Pediatric
Military or
(<18 years of
Police
age)

Unknown

8
17
0
0
0

0
10
0
4
0

10
7
7
2
12

0
0
0
0
0

9
10
0
0
0

1

2

3

0

9

0
0

0
0

1
2

0
0

0
0

Complex Salter Harris 2
phalanx fracture with
extensor tendon
entrapment

0

0

0

1

0

TOTAL

26

16

44

1

28

Table A2.7. Detailed fracture breakdown based on experience level.

EXPERIENCE
JOINT
Finger DIP or PIP
dislocation

Elite or
Amateur or
Professional Recreational

Pediatric
Military or
(<18 years of
Police
age)

Unknown

0

1

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0
13
2
1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

Thumb collateral
ligament injury

0

0

4

0

0

Complex multijoint
dislocation (PIP/DIP/CMC
of one finger)

0

0

0

0

1

TOTAL

16

4

6

0

2

Thumb CMC ligament
injury
DRUJ injury
Finger CMC instability
Finger CMC dislocation
STT dislocation

Table A2.8. Detailed joint injury breakdown based on experience level.
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EXPERIENCE
CONTUSION/ SPRAIN

Elite or
Amateur or
Professional Recreational

Pediatric
Military or
(<18 years of
Police
age)

Unknown

Finger DIP, PIP, CMC or
phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

4

1

35

0

0

Thumb IP or phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

0

1

83

0

6

Hand/wrist
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

23

1

107

0

10

TOTAL

27

3

225

0

16

Table A2.9. Detailed contusion/sprain injury breakdown based on experience level.

EXPERIENCE
SOFT TISSUE
Extensor hood rupture
Finger flexor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury

Elite or
Amateur or
Professional Recreational

Pediatric
Military or
(<18 years of
Police
age)

Unknown

81

7

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

2

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

Ulnar wrist capsule
rupture

1

0

0

0

0

Laceration
TOTAL

1
87

0
9

3
5

0
1

0
5

Finger extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Wrist flexor tendon
avulsion
Wrist extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
EPL rupture
EPB partial rupture

Table A2.10. Soft tissue injury breakdown based on experience level.
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EXPERIENCE
NEUROVASCULAR

Elite or
Amateur or
Professional Recreational

Pediatric
Military or
(<18 years of
Police
age)

Unknown

FINGER
Nerve
Vascular

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Nerve

0

0

0

0

0

Vascular

1
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

HAND

TOTAL

Table A2.11. Detailed neurovascular injury breakdown based on experience level.

EXPERIENCE
CHRONIC

Elite or
Amateur or
Professional Recreational

Pediatric
Military or
(<18 years of
Police
age)

Unknown

Scaphoid non-union
Scaphoid AVN
Carpal boss
Reactive periostitis
finger/MC
Knuckle pads
Scars to back of hand
Radial styloid stress
fracture
Ulnar digital nerve
fibrosis
Chronic pain/swelling
index MCP

3
0
11

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

1

0

0

0

0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

16

1

0

3

1

Table A2.12. Detailed chronic injury breakdown based on experience level.
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SPORT TYPE
Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

8
19
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

19
25
7
5
12

3

0

12

0
0

0
0

1
2

Complex Salter Harris 2
phalanx fracture with
extensor tendon
entrapment

0

1

0

TOTAL

30

2

83

FRACTURE
Finger phalanx
Finger metacarpal
Thumb phalanx
Thumb metacarpal
Scaphoid
Carpal bone (other than
scaphoid)
Distal radius
Ulnar styloid

Table A2.13. Detailed fracture breakdown based on mechanism of combat.
SPORT TYPE
JOINT
Finger DIP or PIP
dislocation

Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

0

1

1

Thumb CMC ligament
injury
DRUJ injury
Finger CMC instability
Finger CMC dislocation
STT dislocation
Thumb collateral
ligament injury

2

0

1

0
13
2
1

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0

0

4

Complex multijoint
dislocation (PIP/DIP/CMC
of one finger)

0

0

1

TOTAL

18

2

8

Table A2.14. Detailed joint injury breakdown based on mechanism of combat.
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SPORT TYPE
Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

Finger DIP, PIP or
phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

4

1

35

Thumb IP or phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

0

1

89

Hand/wrist
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

24

0

117

TOTAL

28

2

241

CONTUSION/ SPRAIN

Table A2.15. Detailed contusion/sprain injury breakdown based on mechanism of combat.

SPORT TYPE
SOFT TISSUE
Extensor hood rupture
Finger flexor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Finger extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Wrist flexor tendon
avulsion
Wrist extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
EPL rupture
EPB partial rupture
Ulnar wrist capsule
rupture
Laceration
TOTAL

Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

86

0

3

0

2

1

3

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1
0

0
0

1
1

1

0

0

1
94

0
2

3
11

Table A2.16. Detailed soft tissue injury breakdown based on mechanism of combat.
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SPORT TYPE
Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

Nerve
Vascular

0
0

0
0

0
1

Nerve
Vascular

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
2
3

NEUROVASCULAR
FINGER

HAND

TOTAL

Table A2.17. Detailed neurovascular injury breakdown based on mechanism of combat.

SPORT TYPE
Striking
only

Throws only

Striking and
throws

Scaphoid non-union
Scaphoid AVN
Carpal boss
Reactive periostitis
finger/MC
Knuckle pads
Scars to back of hand
Radial styloid stress
fracture
Ulnar digital nerve
fibrosis
Chronic pain/swelling
index MCP

3
0
11

0
0
0

0
1
0

1

0

0

1
0

0
0

0
1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

TOTAL

17

1

3

CHRONIC

Table A2.18. Detailed chronic injury breakdown based on mechanism of combat.
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INJURY ACUITY
Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

19
29
7
6
12

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

8
15
0
0
0

15

0

0

0

1
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

Complex Salter Harris 2
phalanx fracture with
extensor tendon
entrapment

1

0

0

0

TOTAL

92

0

0

23

FRACTURE
Finger phalanx
Finger metacarpal
Thumb phalanx
Thumb metacarpal
Scaphoid
Carpal bone (other than
scaphoid)
Distal radius
Ulnar styloid

Table A2.19. Detailed fracture breakdown based on injury acuity.

INJURY ACUITY
Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

2
0
2
1

0
13
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Thumb collateral
ligament injury

4

0

0

0

Complex multijoint
dislocation (PIP/DIP/CMC
of one finger)

1

0

0

0

TOTAL

15

13

0

0

JOINT
Finger DIP or PIP
dislocation
Thumb CMC ligament
injury
DRUJ injury
Finger CMC instability
Finger CMC dislocation
STT dislocation

Table A2.20. Detailed joint injury breakdown based on injury acuity.
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INJURY ACUITY
Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

Finger DIP, PIP or
phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

40

0

0

0

Thumb IP or phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

90

0

0

0

Hand/wrist
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

141

0

0

0

TOTAL

271

0

0

0

CONTUSION/ SPRAIN

Table A2.21. Detailed contusion/sprain injury breakdown based on injury acuity.

INJURY ACUITY
SOFT TISSUE
Extensor hood rupture
Finger flexor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Finger extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Wrist flexor tendon
avulsion
Wrist extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
EPL rupture
EPB partial rupture
Ulnar wrist capsule
rupture
Laceration
TOTAL

Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

4

58

0

27

3

0

0

0

1

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

1

0

0

4
18

0
62

0
0

0
27

Table A2.22. Detailed soft tissue injury breakdown based on injury acuity.
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INJURY ACUITY
Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

Nerve
Vascular

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

Nerve
Vascular

0
0
0

0
1
2

0
0
0

0
1
1

NEUROVASCULAR
FINGER

HAND

TOTAL

Table A2.23. Detailed neurovascular injury breakdown based on injury acuity.

INJURY ACUITY
Acute

Chronic

Acute on
chronic

Unknown

Scaphoid non-union
Scaphoid AVN
Carpal boss
Reactive periostitis
finger/MC
Knuckle pads
Scars to back of hand
Radial styloid stress
fracture
Ulnar digital nerve
fibrosis
Chronic pain/swelling
index MCP

0
0
0

2
1
11

1
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

0

0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

TOTAL

0

19

2

0

CHRONIC

Table A2.24. Detailed chronic injury breakdown based on injury acuity.
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TRAINING
Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

0
2
0
1
0

10
7
7
2
12

17
35
0
3
0

2

4

9

0
0

1
2

0
0

Complex Salter Harris 2
phalanx fracture with
extensor tendon
entrapment

0

0

1

TOTAL

5

45

65

FRACTURE
Finger phalanx
Finger metacarpal
Thumb phalanx
Thumb metacarpal
Scaphoid
Carpal bone (other than
scaphoid)
Distal radius
Ulnar styloid

Table A2.25. Detailed fracture breakdown based on timing of injury during competition or
training.
TRAINING
Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

1

1

0

3

0

0

0
0
2
1

1
0
0
0

1
13
0
0

0

4

0

Complex multijoint
dislocation (PIP/DIP/CMC
of one finger)

0

0

1

TOTAL

7

6

15

JOINT
Finger DIP or PIP
dislocation
Thumb CMC ligament
injury
DRUJ injury
Finger CMC instability
Finger CMC dislocation
STT dislocation
Thumb collateral
ligament injury

Table A2.26. Detailed joint injury breakdown based on timing of injury during competition
or training.
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TRAINING
Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

Finger DIP, PIP or
phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

1

35

4

Thumb IP or phalanx
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

1

83

6

Hand/wrist
contusion/sprain/
abrasion

1

107

33

TOTAL

3

225

43

CONTUSION/ SPRAIN

Table A2.27. Detailed contusion/sprain injury breakdown based on timing of injury during
competition or training.

TRAINING
SOFT TISSUE

Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

1

0

88

0

2

1

1

1

2

0

0

1

1

0

1

0
0

1
0

1
1

0

0

1

0
3

3
7

1
97

Extensor hood rupture
Finger flexor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Finger extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
Wrist flexor tendon
avulsion
Wrist extensor tendon
avulsion/tear/
intrasubstance injury
EPL rupture
EPB partial rupture
Ulnar wrist capsule
rupture
Laceration
TOTAL

Table A2.28. Detailed soft tissue injury breakdown based on timing of injury during
competition or training.
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TRAINING
Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

Nerve
Vascular

0
0

0
0

0
1

Nerve
Vascular

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
2
3

NEUROVASCULAR
FINGER

HAND

TOTAL

Table A2.29. Detailed neurovascular injury breakdown based on timing of injury during
competition or training.

TRAINING
Match or
competition

Training

Unknown

Scaphoid non-union
Scaphoid AVN
Carpal boss
Reactive periostitis
finger/MC
Knuckle pads
Scars to back of hand
Radial styloid stress
fracture
Ulnar digital nerve
fibrosis
Chronic pain/swelling
index MCP

0
0
0

0
0
0

3
1
11

0

0

1

0
0

0
0

1
1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

2

19

CHRONIC

Table A2.30. Detailed chronic injury breakdown based on timing of injury during
competition or training.
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Appendix B – Recruitment Poster

Study
participation
involves:

• Coming to the gym for 2 days (for about one
hour each day)
• Wearing hand/wrist sensors while throwing
punches on the aqua bag using hand wraps
one day and gel wraps the other day
• Filling out a short paper survey

If you are over 18 years of age and interested in participating,
please contact Eva at egusnows@uwo.ca for more
information.
Version date: 2021/03/12
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Appendix C – Paper Survey
Force analysis of protective hand wraps in combat athletes
Participant Number: _________
Age: ______________years
Gender:

Male

Female

Prefer not to answer

Height: _________feet ____________inches
Weight: _____________pounds

Preferred stance/handedness:

Orthodox

Southpaw

AND

Right

Left

Experience: _______years ________months

Level of practice:

Professional

Field of practice:

Boxing

(check all that apply)

Amateur

Muay Thai

Recreational

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA)

Other ______________________

Previous upper extremity injury:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Type of hand wrap preferred:
A. Pre-study:
B. Post study:

Linear wraps
Linear wraps

Gel reinforced wraps

Other _______________

Gel reinforced wraps

Other _______________

Better performance during the study protocol:

Linear wraps
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Gel reinforced wraps
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